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PREFACE 
A word of explanation to introduce the reader to an underlying 
purpose of this thesis: the autho~, an active duty Air Force officer, has 
been sponsored in his graduate program at Boston University, School of 
Public Relations and Communications, by the Institute of Technology, United 
States Air Force. This thesis, then, is partial repayment for their in-
vestment, in addition to serving the more customary roles of meeting 
academic requirements, assisting the autho~•s professional education and 
contributing to the literature of the discipline. It is anticipated that 
the information gained during the research will provide him a fund of data 
which will prove of further value during future information services 
assignments. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
' 
In seeking a field of research containing material adaptable to 
the Air Force, the aircraft industry was a natural choice. The conununity 
of interest between the two undertakings insured that both would be engaged 
in similar projects for similar publics; both are oriented around aircraft 
and airfields with their characteristic. probl~; both are engaged in large- 1 
seale operations facing like problems of organization, administration, and 
human relations. 
Research was planned· specifically for its value. to the Informa-
tion Services program of the Air Force. It became apparent ·during the 
research period that a need exists in the literature of public relations 
for a comprehensive view of the operations of aircraft industry practices. 
It is hoped that this thesis will help fill this requirement. 
The aircraft industry and the u. S. Air For.ce are two inter= 
dependent components of a unitary phase of modern defense: Air Power. The 
primacy of the air in the present ·Age of Peril ;i.s ·reflected by the pro-
portion of the national budget spent for these weapons· and for the personnel 
to build, maintain, and man them. The last two budgets have ~ocated more 
than fifty per cent to the Armed Services with the Air Force share slightly 
less than the combined totals for the A.ri.rry- and Navy • Part of the .Arm;y and 
Navy funds also are expended for aircraft and air operations. 
''What has all this t6 do with public relations?" one may ask. In 
our form of government, continued freedom rests four-square on the " 
2 
protection· ·demand:a:i··an:d··paid for· by··an informed citizenry- d~rt to its own 
survival.. Inslll"in'g'·pub-lic lm'CMltdge, 'UDderstand±ng and· 'Support· tor the 
vigor, · capacity ·an'd needs· of ·the ·:A:ir- Foree- and: ·the i.mbmtry·a'S1fO'ciated ri th 
it is··a matter· of ·fundamental import-·to·ci:t±z-ens ·md-publ±e·rel.ations prac-
titioners" alike. To a· ·modest degree· this- ·thesis attempts to· suggest im-
provements ·for the methodol-ogy ·of continuing and expanding publi:c awareness 
of· the·air-·power ·situati:on~ 
Heeding·the"W&ming· nnot· to· tack-le -too· huge ·a ··task and thus doom 
us- to-failure•• ·it -wa:s··apparent--a study- of all public rel--at±-ons activities 
of· 'the aircraft industry·1ms··beyon:d:· tlre···eapacity---·of awflabie resources. 
One :industry asso·ci:ation- a1orre ·has· 147 memberso. In· -ac:ld±t±on: there are 
thousands of sub-contractors making up a significant part ·of the aircraft 
industrial compler. 
Although the ai.rcraft industry is· di"Vided into four major groups--
a'irframe, engine,·· armament; ·and· electronics---this ·'S"ttldr·coneentrs:tes on air-
1 frame· manufacturers due to their public identif±cati:on, scale of -operations, 
and aommuni:ty relationships• The Aircraft Industries Association of America~ 
Inc-• bases its standard reference books on the operations of ·twelve major 
airframe producers. These 'SSDle ·twelve· companie·s· were ·aeleoted as the source 
of data for thi-s- study' i:n the belief theY' W01Ud- e11pl-oy subS'bantially all 
the <public -rela:tiens ·skills· ·am·-teehn±quetr"charaoteristie of the industry. 
Data was furnished by these ccmtpanies: Boeing AirPbme Companyr; Convair, A 
Divis±on· of General ·Dymurtics, Oorporation; Douglas· Aircraft· Company, Inc.; 
Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corporation; General Dynamics Corporation; 
3 
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation; Lctckheed Ai-rcraft Corporation; 
The Martin Company; North American Aviation:, Inc.; Northrop Aircraft, Inc~; 
Republic Aviation Corporation; and the Aircraft Industries Association of 
America:, Inc. 
Other· airframe companies, di£ferent branches of the manufacturing 
industry, commercial aviation companies, private· plane operators; non-
scheduled air carriers, Navy and Army aviation or guided missile manufactur-
ers could doubtless add valuable data to supplement those recorded here. 
Not only are they major components of air power but public relations-wise 
most have active programs containing material useful for academic research 
or Air Force adaptation. Other researchers may find valuable projects 
awaiting investigation in those fields. 
Most of the materials in 11his study refer to data from the listed 
cooperating organizations. Comparable activities of the Air Force are 
described only when significant contrasts are noted., Where appropriate, 
suggested Air Force adaptations of industry practices are included in the 
sections devoted to the industry practices and operations. 
Subsequent chapters are structured to give the reader a view of 
the industrial importance of the industry and describe industry-wide public 
relations operations. Then follows a discussion of the public relations 
function within the corporate organizations; how their PR policies and pro-
~ grams are formulated. The most important group of chapters are those which 
examine methods of operations classified by the specific publics to be 
reached. Conclusions and recommendations occupy the final chapter. 
Prel±mitun.,- research 'for other studies in the field revealed only' 
one unpublished master'·s th~-s:is:, ttA SUrvey and Allalysis 0f PR Activities 
of Aircraft Manufacturers in the United States," Ja-ek All::en ·Moorhead, 
State UniveM±ty of Iowa:, 1950. His· work·does· nat cover-the· ·growth period 
since the Korean Conflict• .Mo-orhemt•s·· data was- -gathered· from a sample of 
44 companies through a 2·8.,;.question- schedule· of six- open-end items and 22 
mu1 tiple choice quest±ons• Sixty per· cent· respons-e·was obtained. The 
data yielded a stati.sti.cal view of the aot±vit±es ano:·polici~ covered by 
the subject matter of the questions. Fi:V.e personal interviews were used 
to ·supplement· mail data·• 
Confirmation o£-·the"professi:onal interest in an·-up-.to-date study 
such. as the· present ·one·· was· indicated· :by' remarks· of a±rcra:ft manufacturers 
public relations directors-who said·th"e,v thought··the project a worthy one, 
also · expressing· interest±n·read±n:g· the·· fini-shed· report. The Air Foree 
approved the topic ·through· the Insti-tut·e· o:r· 'Te-chnology. 
The fiTMS s-elected -for tirl::s thesi:s- sample gave excellent coopera-
tion.; They- sent·numerous ·pamphl.ets, ·publications·; brechure-, reprinted 
articles, press kits, ·news ·releases, annual "repo~, staff memoranda, his-
tGri.es,~ plant newspap-ers·; ·speeches·, :fonns; ·case--studi.es, eta• 
In addition the National Research. Bureau:, Cldeago-,· furnished a 
complete issue of their Public Relations ~ Librarl rl th permission to 
quot-e :from its contents~ · · 
The National Opinion Research Center, Universit,v of Chicago 
e furnished i.nforma.tion--concern±ng· -their -stu.di · f111r·the Nati-onal Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics 1 "0o~-ty Aspects of Aircraft Annoyance." A copy 
was ·made· available by· Dr~ K. N. Stevena, Assistant'· Professor of Electrical 
'Oonmnmi.eations, Massaeh:u:setts-··In-stitute of T-echnology;, Dr. Stevelils also 
lGaned "COpies of Noise· and the Oo1'JlJ!lUJlity, Report No9 4, Proceedings of the 
Second Meeting of the· Armed Forces Nati'Onal Research· Council Committee on 
Hearing and Bio-Acoustics·, A Joint· Meeti:ng·wf:tlr the National :Advisory Oom- ·. 
mittee for· Aeronautics ·Special Sub--eommittee ·on· Aircraf-t Noi'Se; and "A Oom-
munity•s- Reaction to Noise-, 1t: an arti·cl.e in ·Noi'"S'e -Control, Vol. 1, No. 1, 
January;, 1955; -by·K. N •. ·stevens; W. A. Rcrsenbl'±th· amt·R. H. Bolt. 
A request-·for· data --waS' sent··to· th-e·· Director-;·· Information Genter, 
Public Relations Society··of·:A:Jnerica, Nev' York. · The D:irector··considered 
·the ma"ter:tals ~ble in their :riles were ·m~t current or 'COmplete enough 
for the needs of this project;. 
Additional data~ was ·gathered" during· a seri--e·s. ef :interviews during 
the week of May :13, 1.951. The int-erv±ews·avera:ged·three hours duration. 
The·· following offi.cials -cooperated·geneNusly ·in·· the· -i.ntervi;ew ·phase: 
Avery McBee, Director· of Public Relati:ens, Aircraft Industries· *ssociation, 
Washington; D. 0;,; Joseph M. -crockett;, Public Relations Manager,. and staff~ 
Fairchild Aviation Division, Hagerstown, Mar.rland; Joseph M. Rowland, Di-
rector· o:f Information Serri:C'es:; and 'Staff, The Martin Company; Baltimore, 
Mar,.-l:a:nd:; · Jack Rettaliat-a:1 Director· -of .. Publ±c· ·Relations-, -and' -staf:r, Gl"1ltr.IDlan 
Airera:ft Engineering- Corporation, Bethpa-ge; ·Nev· York:;· Ken Ellington, Vice-
~resident-Public Relations, and sta:ff, Republic Aviation Corporation, 
L 
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Farmingdale, New· York; Patrick J-. Sullivan, Director ·of Public Relations, 
and staff, General Dynamics Corporation, New York. Mr. McBee was also 
interviewed April 19, 1951. 
The i:nterviews·were sem:i ... stru:ctured placing.primar.Treliance en 
the interviewees to select·t"Opic areas· in·wltich:·their·· :tnterest·1!lld store of 
information·was greate-st; The substantial aontributiens of time, encourage 
ment · and information· ea-ah :intervi:ewee gave· resulted in· a flesh-and-blood 
inteTpretation o"f · the indus'try"''s · PR outlook that aould ·not· ha-ve been gainecd 
through cerrespondenoe a1-one. A debt of deep gratitude i:s acknowledged 
for 'their help• 
Valuable Ai.r Force data was· obtained from Colonel .Maurice F. 
Ga.sey, Deputy D:irector; ·Colonel Edward L. Jenki:ns, Chief, Civil Liaison 
Division; Lieutenant Colonel c. Gordon FurbiS'h,· Chief, Pictorial. Branch; 
and .Major Herbert L-. Wurth, Deputy Ohi.ef, Industrial Rela-tions Branch--all 
staff members of the Office of Information Services, Office of the Secretar 
Department· of the A±1: Force, Washington• 
Specialized re'ferenee ·works crollS"'ll.te-d included Aviation Facts ~ 
Figures, 1956 and 1957; 1!!,! Aircraft 'Yearbook, 1956; .American Aviation 
World-vide Directory, Fall-ilinter 1956; and Public Relations Journal, 1950 
· throu~ ·May, 1957. 
Facts obtained from published s-ources· are .. stated in this thesis 
~ in standard reference form, collected at· the end of each chapteT. However, 
information obtained durin:g ·int'erviews· has been kept·~ to permit 
ideas expressed to be weighed without bias resulting from opinions about the 
I 
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e effectiveness or·professional~sld11 of· the pe-rson advancing the idea, and 
to protect -the· confi'dential. nature of man:,y··of the- d-isclosures • 
. This thesis does·:not rei7 en weight of numbers for presenting 
ideas. Usable procedures, techniques and: policies have ·b·een recorded 
whether they represent industry-ldde practice or a casual remark during an 
interview• Although a·number of USAF reeonmrenda't±ons·appear among these 
pages, it is hoped the ·ma:terial itself may suggest add±t1.ona:l uses to the 
staff of the Office of Information Services which is to have the use of 
tbis thesis. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIE.W . OF INDUSTRY ECONOMIC POSITION 
AND 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ORGANIZATION 
I.. ECONOMIC POSITION 
The security of our natj.on in the years· ahead depends as much on 
the wisdom and skills of our engineers, scientists and technicians 
as it does on the courage of fighting men of our.~, Nav.y and 
Air Foroe. 
Let us not have to learn the hard way an even more important les-
son--that a broadening scientific and technological base is equal-
ly vital to continued peace. 
--General Na1man F. Twining 
Ohi.ef of Staff 
United States Air Force 
August 3, 1956 . 
The aircraft industry·' s importance· to ·the nation ·extends even 
beyond the tribute above by General. Twining. The -technical. and manufactur-
ing progress· of the· indu'stry .. have built a commercial pa:ssen'ger and goods-
hauling industry, plus the b'uainess an:d pri:vate· fly±ng enterprises which 
have won for the United States· acknowledged· world leade-rship 1.n the non-
ntil.itary .flying fields as well• The aircraft industry--has--grown to become 
the largest employer in the· nation, surpa-ssing the- automob:Ue-1.ndustry in 
this role in mid-1.956 •1 Total emp-loyment· of aircraft warkers in August 1956 
was 814,000 compared ·with 702,000 in the ·automobile industry~ 
The industry backlog of unfilled cmiers totaled $18,385 millions 
at year-end 1956; $12,800 millions in military- oontracts.2 $11,784 
millions was accounted for by aircraft and parts categories,- the remainder 
9 
representing orders for engines and parts, propellers and parts and other 
3 products and service~ 
Delivery of this"' backlog at -the 1956 rate represents znore than 
three years· production• · The·· twelve· ·major airfram:e compardes reported net 
sales for 1956 of $5,631 millicms·-for-deliv&ry--of approximately 15,400 
airplanes, apprmd.matel.r 7, 900 of which were mill tary-. 4 Net profits were 
3.4 per cent of net ·sales,- a total of 156•>5 millions. The-se are tentative 
profit statements, however, as the portion~ earned from-government contracts 
are subject to review under·the··terms of the· Renegotiati-on Aet of 1951. 
Here is a chart· :for ·other American· industri'es·for comparison purposes. The 
figures are net pn>fits expressed as percentages of sales for the years 
shown. 5 
Industq. 1952 1956 
Non-.ferrous metals 7.7 10.5 
Petroleum pred.uets 10.5 10.4 
Autos and trucks 5.5 5.7 
Railway equipment 3.8 4.4 
Iron-and-steel 5.0 7.2 
Aircraft and parts 2·.4(a) 3.4(a) 
Total manufacturing 5.4 6.0 
(a): Subject to renegotiation 
The industry has been periodically investigated by -the Congress 
to insure operations permi-t· the· most economical procurement of equipment 
by- the military services. The House Armed Services Sub-committee (Hebert 
r 
10 
e Committee) ·stated·: in· its ·1:956 report:6 
Wbat we have·seen, then, is a nati-onal asset in facilities and 
proven capabilities for production, both in plants and skills, 
as aweaponfordefense. 
An examjnation o'f .these plants· and the personnel operating them 
is a source of confidence to the members of the Sub-Committee. 
It is a plant and force in being which we require for our safety. 
n. PUBLIC RELATIONS IN THE AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY 
In vi·ew of its si.ze · and the public 'interest· in the aircraft 
industrr it· is no··surprtse that-public relations··has won-an accepted role 
in management of the companies wb±eh eG"operated: in this study. In many-
companies the PR chief has· rfsen to- a key spot in the company councils 
where he exercises partia1 determination· in- policy decisions;. 
An example of current top management--thinking is ·embodied in a 
1956 Corporate Management Memo announcing the election ·of a Vice President 
for- Public Relations-:-7 
~ AJ 1 Memb-ers of· Supervis'ion· 
Public relations has a special importance in an industrr like ours, 
and it has been taking an expanding role in all phases of our com-
PaDTt s operations·• •• 
Our story must be told fully, promptly, accurately' and effectively 
to all segments of the public. 
In his new position, we believe, Mr. (XX) 'Will be better able to 
determine (emphasis added) policy- and coordinate our PR programs in 
all their phases. These include sto-ckholder relations, employee 
communications, · community relations, governmental relations, trade 
association coordination, speakfng·programs, donations, memberships, 
publicity, pro:motiGm, displays, television and other publicit;y films, 
and advertising--institutional, mili tazy and commercial product, 
financial, recruiting and tie-in. 
.. 
11 
The, rise to· top ·sp'Ots- has·· been·a:·£-ai:rl.T· recent recognition of 
the key role of public· relations·; however; ·Shortly' after-World War II a 
directory of· public · relati'Ons··persormel· showed· 'that nine 'Of· the companies 
studied ·reported· some· PR ·function btrt· ·orit,r- five possess·ed· free--standing 
PR titles. The title'S includ:ed":· Director· of Ind'as1iria1 and ·Public Rela-
tions; Industrial Rels:tions"'·Dire·ctorr, and:, Manager, Personnel Activities 
8 
and in charge of' Publ:i'c Rel:ations-• Tcday all are iden'ti:fted as public 
relati:ons executives with·most also supervising the ·advertising function 
of··the- company; 
Public ·rela't±ons· 'in -the· aircra:tt·~an:ies ·grew llittr· the general 
post..World War II public relat±ons··expansion• Mo·orhead"·s thes:i::s· indicated 
seven of the fourteen-·oompanies rep·ort±rrg· had PR departments prior to 1946,; 
the-·others were established in 1946-2, 1948--3, 1949-2.9 
Aircra-ft Industries Association. -.An··un:broken J.i.ne '0£ industry--
wide spokesmen· ·can b·e· traced to· the orig:f.:na1· mobi1±zaticm:·-of J)iane makers 
for national defense in 1917. 'rhe Man:u:f'a:ctnrers· :Aircraft-A:sso·ciation was. 
fo'l'!Jled "Ullder "War :impe'tus'· -to· faci.li"ta:te · CTOBs ... M:c·ensi:ng-·among· companies 
producing·ne'eded·war,planes-. Thia ·grollp' a-cted as··spokesman·for the infant 
industry on:· wartime problems• In .. 1922' the ":Aeronautical: Chamber of Commerce 
was :tonned ·to promote· aviation and· ·S'erve· as the ·voice of"the · ind.ustr,y--
basically public· rela-ti:ons 'functi:omr., 'The MAA: · conbinued to administer the 
cress-licensing··£unct±on: for·wh±ch"·it"bad:"·been··formed in±tial.l.y'. 
The Ohamber·was reorga:nboed··in 1916· and became-the Aircraft 
. 10 
Industries Association of Amer,lca, Inc. which today' is a true trade 
·' 
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assoe:iation with· a membership ef 147 companies and individuals affiliated 
with the· aircraft industey; 126 voting, 21· affilia:tes-. 11 
MEmbers· are ·furnished·· seven~ services·-wh±cb.: ·operate through 23 
committees whose membership is drawn .. f'rom member· C1mlpani·es-• AlA t s public 
relations· service is·basedou-a belie:f··that·ttair power·problems··are public 
problems. n AIA policy reco,gnizes tbat·"informed:"]ro:blie opin±OJ:?. is essential 
if correct national deei:s:tomr ars;·to be··ma:de• Dissemination of accurate 
info:rmation is· the· means· .. uwed · to bring ·wfd:espreacl:' "Wlderstanding· ef the 
problems peettliar to ·the a.ircra£t industry':; its" v.tta1 role in -our national. 
security, and the measures necessary to insure continued American leader-
ship in the air.12 
The essential. element :for-·ma±ntaining leadership was reported 
by the Hebert· Committee: "Th'is ·i.s ·an industry ·which can· not·- survive on a 
compa-rable scale, without military- production;.·· 'l'ke··±rrefuta:ble evidence is 
that the moment mili.tar,r orders are witirdrawxr or curtailed; the industry is 
in· the "doldrams•" The cond:itlon· outl-ined- o·ccurred after- World War II when 
the worid-ts largest indust%7 shrank to one '"marlced·by l.oS'S'es and token 
production output while the nation·· rejected the budgetary. burdens of air 
pOW"er in·· being~·· 
AIA 's public relations·mission:· at··the .A:ssocia-tion''S· Washington 
headquarters- and their information centers· m N·E!W' York- and Los Ange1es is 
to rall.Y public support for· t.h e level of· production demande-d bT present 
world·. Qonditions. Requests for informat±on are fill~ £rom· the PR offices 
as well as topical information being developed and distributed in a con-
l' 
I 
I 
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tinuing program• Informati:on requests-- are- reeftv'ed ·nrgtrlarl:y- from govern-
ment agencies, finaneia1 imrt±tutions, Congress, news media, and mis-
cellaneous ergan±zat±omt"and indivi.dual.s-•13 
The Hill and: Knowl-toa agency, retained by AIA as its· professional. 
public relations c"OUilSel:-, ·furnishes-the-nucleus for AIA•s· pu'blic re1ations 
operations. Policy is developed by a Public Relations· Advisory Committee 
which is di.vided into Western and Eastern regional groups• PRA:C membership 
consists of public relations ·officials of ·member-·oompan:i:es-. Regional. meet-
ings are held in ·March ·and· August·. Nation:a1 mel!ftfngB· i:mmedi:ately precede 
the Board of Governors meetings in the West· in Deaember, the East in May. 
In a sense the organizational. public i-elations tanctions per-
formed by the AIA might be consi:dered roughl:.y- equi-val.ent ·to some of those 
of the Headquarters, United ·States·· Air Force• Ma.ny' dissimilarities exist 
but each acts as··spokesman ·for its organ:i:zation:, each furn±slres poliey 
guidance to "lower ech-elon"· units ·and each is able to bring ·organizational-
wide perspective ·to· its deliberations resulting in broader outlook than 
normal.ly' to· be found in "SUbord±Date units. 
USAF· Recommendation• The USAF Inforn&:tion Services· organization -=.;;..;;.;;==~= 
might profitably establish a committee sys"tenrpatterrred ·on·the PR Advisory 
Committee o:f the AIA. L<nrer command itrfonna;tion· officers ar~r brought to-
ga-ther at pre·sent only for annual world-wide·oonferences-. These ·conferences 
are useful. for an:· exchange of views but ·.f'alJ. short of regular sessi.ons to 
review and develop needed policy and programs. Quarterly meetings of major 
command information services chiefs would give Headquarters, USAF 8 the 
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benefit of their experience and current familiaritywith field conditions. 
Policy would reflect the th.i.nld.rig of those who "Would be responsible .for 
implementing it. 
Aircraft Industrz Editors.. A major project sponsored since 1954 
by- AIA. is the Aircraft Industry- Editors Conference. The editors of plant 
publications had represented a practically untapped resource .for dissemina-
tion of industry--wide news for, until formation of the Conference, each had 
operated in comparative isolation. 
An initial step in the formation of AIEC was a readership survey 
by Hill and Knowlton·•s Employee· Information service to determine what em-
II d 
I 
I 
ployees wanted to read. The findings revealed a desire for solid news fare II 
about company operations and general industry information affecting the r 
worker. Continuing advisory service is available to AIEC members from the 
agency's publication specialist, Roger Fox. 
The Conference's purpose is to deal with overall issues of mili-
tary and commercial aviation in order to orient its editor-members· toward 
the factors which affect the whole industry. The ability of Conference 
members to disseminate such information stems£rom the· fact that they head 
publications with a monthly circulation of 4,ooo,ooo; a conservatively 
estimated readersh~p of 16,ooo,ooo. AIE Conference President1 Lou Davis, 
Fairchild Engine Division PR manager, summed up his groupts efforts thusly:1 
Everybody employed in aviation or on the fringe needs to have a 
I 
I 
I 
better understanding as to where his or her ef.forts fit into the 
overall military and commercial air operations. Where they can not 
do this for themselves it falls on the plant publication editor to 
·I 
II 
====#============================w===~--~ 
provide the nearest acceptable substitute--written reports that 
inform••• 
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The basic method used to increas-e· -editor-t·s· abili-t:r to bring a broadened 
viewpoint to ·his publica-ti:on· is· thTOUgh a· series· of mel9tin.gs' beld at 
wri:ous locations· throughout the industr.tal and ·oyerational-complex. At 
these meeting sites, the edi-tors see first hand the things tb:ey should be 
telling· thefr·read:ers about. 
~ Reoo:umrenda'tion. Some major USAF cOJlDfJallds· have sought a 
simil.ar goal on a modest scale 'throu:gh:--peri·adio·meet±Dgs of major command 
or numbered Air Force· ban newspaper editors• The .program should have 
wider range for if there is a; recognised need·· to· increase the horizons of 
industrial editors--most- wi-th advantages of experien-ce, prof·eB'S'iona1 train-
ing and tenure in· comparison nth their A±r Force counterparts .. -such a step 
seems even more desirable to- effect the 1ll8.IIY Air Force editors• extremely 
limited ·writing;; ··editing and ·pro:fess±ona1 mili-tuJr backgrounds. The Air 
Foree's present desire to improve· the professional ·quali-t;y·of base news-
papers ·prompted a world-wide contest·this·· ;year-·to· give rec·ognition to the 
outstanding base newspapers• Establi11hment· of an effe·ctfve society of base 
newspaper editors would be ·another valuable aid to reach the goal of high 
q-uali-t,-· papers at every· .Air Force· installation. 
S1llllmar7• The aircra:ft indus'tr,v' presentl:.y· is ·the nation • s 
largest employer. It operates· on one of the s:mallest profit· margins e>f any 
lllajor industry. The backlog of orders indicates a period of continuing 
high production, a condition neoessaxy for c&ntillued world leadership 
and security. 
====!l:======================tt===--
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Public Rel:ations has a:cbieved a legitimate role in company 
ma.rmgements, lJfallT executi.ves having r±sen to- officer sta.tas. Industry-wide 
PR act:iviti.es trace back to World WaT· I mobill:zs:t±ona. !he·· present trade 
assoc:iation, Aircraft Industri-es· ksso·c±a.tion; develop·ed after· World War II 
as successor to the Aeronautical Chamber of C'onmrerce• · AIA performs seven 
main functions· for the --industry· incl'Ud±ng public relations· guided by a 
connnittee of c0111pany public relations officials. A recent project of 
.AIA. 's is -the Aircraft Industry Editors Conference to assist ·company papers 
to renect a broad perspective of industry matters. 
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CHAPTER m 
POLICIES AND PROGRAMS 
Policy and programs are·treated"together for·th-ey are often 
overlapped in the thinldng of DJany·practit±oners• Here poliey·wil.l be 
treated as those recorded:, advance decisions which ·determine for an organ-
ization the goals sought, the· selected methods to be used·to-reacll the 
goals, and self-imposed limitations for the- employment of the methods. For 
example, a corporation could decide, as a matter·of PR poliey-, to seek 
favor ·with the fi:naneial commtmity ·by 1neans of personal contacts, direct 
mail, publicat±ons and speeches, with only-the treasurer-empowered to act 
as cfficial campany spokemna.n- to this public. 
Programs, on the other hand:, are the specific plans to accom-
plish the established goals. A ·program: to implement~-the ·above· policy 
might·cover a fiscal yea:r, consis-t of a schedule for··preparatton and dis-
tribution of certain mailing· pieces, planned· membership for the treasurer 
in selected professional f:f:nancial socie-ties:, plans fcr advm1ced mailing 
of annual reports -to members of the financial. ·public:, eta. Each program 
detail. would be geared-to all o'thers to insure distribution of planned 
workload and d-esired effect during the fiscal year;. 
Sources contacted in preparation of th:±s thesis imp1i:ed programs 
general.J.Y receive .more emphasis than policy considerations• And programs 
tended to be the· "one shot" variety. designed to accomplish an immediate, 
limited goal rather than being part of an integrated program to utilize 
I' I 
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e ava.il.able personnel, budget, time and other resources for a -coordinated 
·attack of -selected"publict·relat±ons- objectives:e ··. · 
emerging but that most offices pursued ·eertam· practices ·"because everybody-
else seems to ·be· doing it"wi:thout .. anal.yzing their objectives ·and whether 
a particular project-·lrdvances··thei.T·own·objectives-e 
General: ·policy considerati.on:s• A most·· penetrating· discussion of 
policy is contained·in·a··eompauy-publicati·on·of a major advertising firm. 
It is quoted here in· some detail: due to·the·l±mited a:va::ilab:Uit;r of the 
booklet so that greater· currency ma;y .. be given to its obs·ervations about 
1 the nature, role and uses of organizational policye 
Po1i.cy treats of: 
-The purpose, which acts as a motivating force--what the (organiza-
tion) is doing··and what·i.t pl.ans· to doe 
-'"'The etbi.eal. principles which guide management and all workers 
in the (organization) •. 
An organization, like a person, has- a fixed chara-cter;. Policy provid 
a lense through which many individuals in an organization can project 
a single, focused picture of that o-rganizati.on before the ·world. 
Policy is the only- means by which an organization can present a uni.ted 
front in dealings wi:tlr outside groups·. 
Policy is the slllll·total of frac1aonal experiences, brought together, 
compared, interpreted, selected and permanently recorded for the 
benefit ·of the--organization~ 
Policy is distilled from the knowledge, experience and principles of 
the members ·of the organized group. It is not a· product of nature; it 
is lllall made. It enables a group to be constructive and creative, as 
a group; it promotes organization and growth. Absent, it indicates 
lack o:r unity, lack of leadership, confusion, disorganization and 
dispersed strength. 
'I 
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But policy must also reckon 'With new cireumstan:ces:. No policy shoul.d 
outlive by one minute the· specific~ conditions· to which it is adapted. 
When times change) policy should 'Change.- .New·infl:uenees affecting 
policy should be· anlayzed by per±od±e- ~s-;any-·nec-eSsary- changes 
should be·· made ·immediately in· order to protect· policy·-against ob-
so1escence. Policy must be realistic. The cUcy- it ceases to bear 
directly upon the prevailing operations it ceases to be policy and 
·be-c-omes habit-• · 
Some advantages of a policy: · 
Policy affords a basis for a plan of action. 
Polley facilitates'delegation of authority. 
Policy· coord:inates departmental. action:. 
Policy supp0rts the sound individual judgment~ •• Polia.y offer(s) 
guidance and d±rection·when important issues,mast be faced promptly ••• 
within that structure the individual ±s free to use his own best 
judgment in dealing with tactical si-tuations. . If the decision is 
in accordance with ·established policy, responsibility rests where 
it belongs_, wi.th Management. 'J;his makes for more courageous per ... 
.formance. 
If an organization can give a newcomer.a clear and full statement of 
policy; indoctrination will be accelerated. Within a far less time 
the newcomer· will be able to make his full contribution to the 
(organization). And ~e will never be trained in timidity; the fine 
edge of his enthusiasm·wil.l not be blunted .. · 
The ideas expressed ab·ove ca.ll'"be··translated: into a written 
policy for a company- or :mili:tary organization· by following the method out-
lined by- Conger Reynolds in the Public Relations Journa1:.2 
General· Formula ~ Platforms·; 
1. Interpretation of purpos·e-s and~nature of company. 
2. Express±on .. of attitudes towards ·various publics. 
3. A gu±d±ng· phi1osophy ·or set ·of beliefs. 
!!2! ,!2 · Devel!P Q!!! £:2!: ~ Oontpa.rJTt· 
1. Study the decl.ara.tions and policies o£ others. 
2. Write a sta'tement for··your·-own company. 
3. Try-·it out· on others, your·p-oli;.cy makers, board. 
4. Taka their· critiai.sms · to heart~ Rewrite·• 
. . 5. Refer- to your statement when you are planning projects. 
See h,ow mallY' of your plans conform to the statement and 
carr.r its· purposes· forward• 
6. Try·the statement ·out··again··on managers· and employees. 
7. Get your policy committee to approve the statement on 
a trial basis• Then· ·start us1ng· it·• 
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One PR director-pointed ou:t· that the ·aircraft i.ndustry is greatly 
influenced by· the large· amount of government business done• They follow a 
different pattenr from most· consumer· or- commercial goods ·pNducers ~ placing 
greater emphasis· upon educa;tional. ·programs· deri~ed ·to help· ·their customer, 
. 
the government •. Aircraft industry·public relations is considered less a 
direct aid to sales than in some other·industries• 
Letters requ:esting·materials for this·study'·speci£ical.ly" asked 
. 
for copies of company public relat±ons· policies· but none was· received so 
identified. Inquirie·s during interviews with compan.y"··PR personnel failed 
to elicit either a clear cut oral definition of policy or· copies of record-
ed guide· lines followed. The gist of remarks on··the ·sub'ject·w.m: "Policy 
is established· by top mana-gement. " "We ha'Ve· no·· pla:rmed: objectives; things 
and work c'losely together." "It's on a day-to-day basis as something new 
·is allfays -aoming·up·•" 
Company policy statements. Two excellent pol±ey"sta:tements were 
contained in employee handbooks distributed by cooperating cQmpanies al-
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though accompanying letters did not refer to them as office policy. The 
booklet Corporate Policies devoted its longest section· to· public rela. ti:ons. 
It gave gu:i,de lines for all employees ·on these ·topics: general statement 
of objectives, government, communit-,- relations; poli-tical activities, 
appro'Val for public statements, participation· in trade ·and professional 
associations, promotion af outside projects, contributions, press relations, 
tes-timonials and ·endorsements;· ·advertising.3 
Another General Information Handbook for employees contained 
this statement under a section headed ttinformationtt:4 
(The Company') has eons±stenbly striven to build and maintain a 
friendl.y- and cooperati.ve· relationship w:i.th all segments of the 
public, government and industry with which it has· crontact. Hence, 
it has been the po1icy·0f (The Company) to make full and frank re-
sponse to all legitimate inqu±ri;es from government, news media. 
and stockholders; to undertake and support public service projects 
in behalf of the Armed Services, aviation· ·and other .areas of busi-
ness interest; to live as a good neigh'bor .. and. support wholeheartedly 
the civic projects, growth and development of the communities in 
which the corporation operates; and to maintain a heJ.P"£ul and close 
relationship· with our customers·· and· suppliers • 
Policy- considerations·were al.so·reflected in two "Corporate 
Functions u doC1Dnents establishing· PR · sta:ff · respons±bili:t±es within the 
management stra.ctnre of the· firms. One was ten years· old; the other re-
cently published· following a· reorganiza-tion of publie .. relations functions 
to ·parallel a recent c-orporation change· to a "di:vis±onaliwed:ta organization 
fom.. Each spelled out ma;tor areas· of respomribility ·for tlre director and 
his subordinates, speeifying, in lllaDy" instances, other depa-rtments with 
which stated matters would be coordinated, ehecke'd, cfreared;, ·etc. Lines ef 
communication were also stated. Neither o:r these documents can be consid-
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ered an adequate substi. tute for a: vi tal policy statement. They are men-
tioned to show the range of practices followed··by the industry. 
A final. obs-ervation about the · ind:lv.tdual companieS':" none 
mentioned the policies and programS' of the· Aircraft Industri-eS' Association 
in whioh all were member companies, noJtdnally, at least, participating in 
and supp""Grtingthe· Assoeiaidon· a-ctivities• 
Aircraft Industries Association policz• In sharp- contra-
distinction to the situation deS'cribed for the indivi.d1ml companies, the 
AIA public relations service ·operates· 'Within c1ear:~ ·published policies. 
The PR director emphasized Ms personal. and· professional belief in the ab-
solute necessity· of organ:izational policy. AIA·•s policy ·is Board of 
Govemors-approved; originating with: the PR Advis-ory-"Commi.ttee mentioned 
above• The PRAC semi=annual.l.:y reviews policy for needed changes. This 
method insures Association policy reflects shifts in thinking of its member 
companies, for the comm:i:btee membership consists of memb·er company PR 
d±rectors. 
The current ·policy and· program of· AIA has an additional basis 
which conforms with the standard of adequate public relations research reo .... 
ommended by Boston University·•s School of Public ·Relations· and Communica-
tions. Opinion Research OGrporation, Princeton, New Je~; was retained 
to conduct an opinion survey· during March 1956 for· the AS'Sociation among 
the national public, residents of aircra£t towns:; newspaper edi.wrs and 
college professors• Two versions of a 55-itelllin:terv±ew schedule were used 
to obtain their views concerning the aircraft industry.· Resul.ts were re-
ported in 77 pages of study tabl.es supported by a 48-page appendix of de-
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tailed·_ responses. 5 
Study data·· revea:l.ed -two fi.ndings· which· -the ·AIA felt·-warranted a 
PR program revision. The more seri:ous was· "the finding- that the American 
p'llbli.c tends to favor government manufa-cture· of military- ai.rpl:anes rather 
6 
than private manufacture. Also disturbing was-·the high ·proportion having 
no opinion on ms;n.y ·items covered by- the survey. 7 The lack· of infomati.on 
identified a group highly- vulnerable to false ami· misleading information 
about the· industry. Ind:u:stry· public relations· officials·· could find little 
comfort in· another finding ·that · "Residents of the· chief· manufacturing 
centers were aligned with· the· national public; a li-ttle better infol"llled 
8 
and more faftrable in their attitudes--but not much." 
Aircraft Indu:stri'eS program. Study resul:ts were eva:l:aated 
against AIA 1 s PR program for· 1955# the one then 1.n effect• The 1955 pro-
gram was based on two major objectives: (1) To create publi-c lUiderstanding 
and support· for a five•part· plan of maintaining a· healthy American mill:tary-
and civilian· aviation ·supported· by-· a financially stable ind.us'tr.Y';, and { 2) 
To advance at all times the ·cause of aviation educa:t±on as a means of main-
taining the interest and understanding of American youth and the American 
public.9 
Short range obj eeti:ves were designed- nto keep cl.ear the in-
dustry-'s record1and position:" regarding- the time oomplexi."ty and costs of 
modern aircraft design, engineering and production; disseminate information 
to goveru:mtmt agencies; cooperate· PR-wise with the 'Armed Services and other 
national organizations interested in aviation matters; and cooperate w:ith 
I 
_j 
non-mili:tary aviation ·interests·· in PR· projects •10 
I General methods used were both d:ire'ct and indirect: Direct dis-
semination to specia1 and mass audiences; and indirect campaigns using the 
press to carry PR messages and through enlisting act:i. ve and vocal support 
' . 11 
o£ people· and organizations o£ national: stature. 
Programs included information ·servicesJ. publications, liaison 
/ 
with Goverzmrent and nati.ona1 organizations, AlA-National An:&tion Education 
Counc:i.l· (NAEC) educa-tion progra.mS, Aircra:tt Industry Editors Con:ference, 
and·· speeehes· and speech ·materialse 12 
The In:rormation Services ·rendered by AIA incl.uded:· -the routine 
matters familiar to all PR offices: News and features-releases, background 
memoranda, guidance ·and· ·assistance to writers, special articles prepared on 
request, and telephone and mall requests·• One hundred press inquiries and 
200 miscellaneous inquiries per week were received by the Washington office 
alone during 1951:h 13 
The publications· program was ·a major element· in the plan. Among 
those issued regularly are The Aircraft ·Yearbook and Aviation Facts .!:!:!!! 
Figures, standard reference works for wri-ters, analysts, government bureaus 
and iDdustry. Pamphlets and booklets, produced on an "as needed" basis, 
discuss major· activities and probl.ems of current interest• Planes, a 
monthly publication with· 67,200 ciretdation, containS" feature, news and 
filler material for media use. Since 1956 Planes bas included a by-lined 
story treating a current aviation topic at feature· article· length. 
An outstanding :feature of the "liaison with national. organiza= 
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tions 11 program is the continuing cooperative support of the American Legio 
"one· of the nation's most powerful. and authoritative voices on national 
security. :J.4 The AIA furnishes information and assistance to Legion 
poli.cy-maldng groups, ·frequently aiding formulation of resolutions and 
draf'ting speeches for· Legion officiAls• 
In addition AlA assists the Legiont.s educati.on pragram by writing 
and editing the monthly, four-page ~ Legion .!!!: Review 'Which is sent by 
the Legion to 2,000 of its leaders, key- aviation 'll!'iters and the American 
Legion Press Association. Material. appearing in· the· :4!!: Re~ew is approved 
as official Legion policy by their National Security· Oomm:ission.15 
The Aircraft Industries· Association support of the National Avi.a-
tion Education Oouncil•s program is described. in Chapter IV, Youth. 
The results of the national survey were· used to evaluate the 1955 
program described above;. Main reliance upon the· news value of items gain-
ing public attention had resulted in desired messages· failing to be com-
manicated to segments of the general public.. Too much: progranr effort had 
been placed upon directing inf'orms.tion to opinion· leaders. Lack of control 
over messages arid. their subsequent losing out· in· the news competition re-
sulted in coverage far short of· the wide audiences needed ta insure public 
understanding of industry and its probleDJS., and to avoid damaging criti-
cism.16 
A revised plan was lJ'lade which put special emphasis on increasing 
public understanding of "the vital role of airpower in national. survi.val; 
achievements of the industry in ai:rpower build-up; and the values of a 
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competitive industry versus nationalization. tt A vigonus information 
campaign· was· reconnnend.ed to· reach wide audiences--both ·select and mass--
through more and better coxmmmica-t±ons vehicles • 
".More" eomrrmnications was to include a series· of television re-
port films for· public serv:i.ce programming and· later .. community use by in-
dividua.l companies• The "American Legion· FortllFl11 seri·es of recorded inter-
view radio programs was to be- reslllTledt. other· program changes recommended 
were essentially expansion of 1955 program elements by "wider distribution," 
"increased output, n or "1arger size" efforts-• 
The 1955 and 1956 AlA progioams ·have been- described· in some detail 
to illustrate how an anal.yt±cal approach can be us-ed to give···needed direc-
tion and focus- to public· rel:at±ons policy-. Public relations researeh was 
used to discover def±cieneies in program: results,- the shortcomings found 
were ··traced to probabl.e causes· and corrective· measures· ·were devised. 
Other!! research users• Limited use by the Air Force of find-
ings in a Department o"f Defense study' conducted in November 1955 provides 
a contrast to the practice de-s·cribed· above. The DOD ·study·'Wa:S designed 
primarily to· ga-ther data for recruiting and: retention of ·trained personnel. 
However, this significant c-onclusion was also made by the independent study' 
·agency: People reported their "attitudes were based most often on reports 
from people who {had) been in service. Next most frequent source {was) 
e personal experience. tt They- reco:mm.ended "An effecti-ve- public relations 
program designed t() foster, among those in service, favorable attitudes 
toward the military service. nl8 
Selected findings from this s 
" i 
I 
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information services officers in August 1956 under the title "What the 
American People Think of the Air Foree, Results of the Ga11up Poll." The 
account was devoted solely to findings that showed the comparatively' high 
regard accorded the role and importance of the Air Force in future war .. 
There was no mention of the generally low regard held :tor military careers 
in general. And no mention of the strong recommendation :for an internal 
information program. The conclusions regarding sources of attitudes was 
referred to only' in this ·sentence11 9 
Although the surveys find that the civilian public bases its attitudes 
tGWard ·the mi1i ta.ry service more on reports from people who are or 
have been in service, attitudes of military personnel currently in 
the service werEf) not inal.uded in the survey. 
It should be noted that 11b:e Air· Foree-·· has ma:i:nta±ned a vigorous 
·program seeking favorable attitudes ·among their··own·personnel·sfnce reorgan 
ization of the In:tormat±on· Services program in 1953. Still the opportunity 
·to· re-emphasize its ·importance with· strong backing' from an authoritative, 
non-military- source ·could have been used to advantage. 
GONAD-Convair program.. A joint industry and Air Force use of 
the :formulations o£ another research study' resulted in an excellent program 
presently in use to introduce a new supersonic jet-interceptor to air base 
communi ties. The findings in Communi. ty Aspects of Aircraft .Annoyance, ~­
port No. 54, National Opinion Research Corporation, University of Chicago, 
December 15, 1954, were added to the experience of the major eomma.nd during 
the Korean Oon:flict when a jet unit was assigned to the Municipal Airport 
at Madison, Wisconsin. Community objections were decreased there through a 
vigorous program spearheaded by the un1 t commander. 20 
The present program seeks support in the community before the 
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new aircraft are assigned,. Local leaders are invited to a classified 
briefing at Continental Air. Defense Command's Colorado Springs headquarters. 
There they learn how the local. uni.t will fit into the national air defense 
mission. The guests are next flown to Convair's West coast factory- where 
the aircraft is built• They inspect the production line and see the methods 
'· 
used to construct modern combat planes .. 
As the first planes arrive at the local base a series of meetings 
introduce community personnel and the airmen who will fly and maintain the 
new planes. Demonstrations, social functions and films are basic methods 
for this phase of the program. A 28-minute film, "New Sounds of Freedom, u 
tells the story of the aircraft and its mission, supplementing the "in-the-
flesh" demonstrations and personal contacts. General Joseph T. McNarney 
(retired), President, Convair, a Division of General Dyn4mics Corporation, 
reported on the operation of the joint program to the Air Force Associa-
. 
tion' s Second Anmla.l Jet Age Conference in Washington, February- 14, 1957.21 
General. McNarney stated a belief that "perhaps ninety per cent of any 
opposition that may develop in any community can be overcome with good 
connmmity relations .. " 
Other industry·programs• One corporation outlined its year's 
activities in a "PR Forecast for 1956n sent from a Division public relations 
manager to his Corporate PR director. The memorandum covered, in general. 
terms, expected rates and types of activities such as press relations; 
military relations; motion picture activities; co:nmn:mi:ty relations; employee 
relations; and miscellaneous--dinners, cocktail parties and vendors 
ll 
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Another company- approach -has staff members·-sn-gges-t ·projects to 
the director in memo form in which they d±scuss advantages, disadvantages, 
anticipated results, etc. Approved policy direction for the staff resul.ts 
when the memo is approved but such a piecemeal: approach· is- not reco:rmnended 
as a- substitute for programming on an annual or semi-annual. basis. The 
technique is useful. fo7: Jtpecial projects that come up during the program 
period. 
A large scal.e program was reported in the Public Relations 
Journal.. It described the public relations a-etiollS'· in· connection with the 
reopening of an expanded plant facility in a rural area;. 22 A three-fold 
purpose -was follow-ed: to ·prevent disorganization of· -the·-area:; to inter-
pret industrial policies-· to a aommmdty predominantl-y agrtcultural; and 
to provide for a satisfactory- integration -of employees and comrmmity. 
The public rela-t±ons pro·gram was- geared to th-e facilities 
building program which included a road net, ·housing, water system, sewerage' 
and a hospital. Three gen-eral -types of activities were conducted by the 
PR staff: publications;· special campaign.....,inciuding support of charity-
drives; and- special events such as 11open- houses• tt- A PR acti-vities chart 
was used to monitor progress. It_was annota:ted to show significant dates 
marking progress, compi.>etion or start-- of- use- of faciliti-es being:buUt. 
A c-ornell University- cOlllii1Ul'li;ty-"rela:tions· semfna:r heard: an air ... 
e craft company·PR director descr:i.be how -to· fit a c·ommun±ty re-lations program 
to the needs of a community to gain ·ma:ximwn· acceptance o.f y-our company's 
efforts. His company was faced with a complex sociological problem in 
II 
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addition to the standard ones stemming from aircraft noises, fear of crashes 
and sonic booms, indus1irial drains on local utilities· systems and pollution 
problems.. The main plant was located in -a ra:pidly' changing community that 
saw greatly increased population disrupt the former pattern of weal thy 
families taking care of modest community needs• In addition the school 
23 system did not offer the vo~tional. training needed t-o support industry. 
The influx of midd1e class families untutored in the responsi-
bilities of ·Sllpporting· ci.v.ic ·and communf.ty-.;.s-ervfce ·organizations created an 
added demand for these services 'Without corresponding increase in their 
support-.· 
The company planned a program to mesh 'With these needs. It de-
cided to support a large-seale hospital aid drive as a fricti-onless way of 
aiding a pressing need and lead'ing the new citizens into patterns of com-
munity support-. Cultural· eommuni:ty- events were sponsored ·ey-- using the 
company's wartime talented work force to give a series .of concerts, recitals 
plays, etc. to stimulate community interest. Plant recreational facilities 
were loaned to conmnmi.ty · tea:ms to· foster- further· group projects • 
Aids ·to education included establishment of engineering scholar-
ships and a -tu±tion refund plan· to encourage elllployees- to in-crease their 
formal education ·in skil1s use'f'ul. to the·· co:rnpa.ny-. Moti:vat±on to attain 
good grades came ·from provisions to refund 100% of the tui.tion for courses 
completed with an rtArr grade; 90% for -a: ''B", and 80% for -a nou. A $5.00 
nightly allowance for transportation and food expenses was scal.ed to the 
same percentages. 
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Business-Industry Education: program parti.ci:pation: opened a 
direct channel to local. school authorities-.. Teachers- and principals visit 
the plant, saw- its- -operations and heard -speeches--- -outlining the trained 
skills needed.o '!'he tours were followed by··v±-sits of plant officials to the 
schools. Teachers later indicated·- the follow"'"up -visits and explanations 
were vital to insure the lessons of the tour were reinforced andre-
enpbasized• 
Program-deficiencies., A general lack of firm PR programs was 
the rule rather··tban the- few excellent ones out-lined above. Programs ap-
pear to be activated on a "crash" basis when the fire starts t-o lick the 
corp·orate feete: One example- of this ·thinking came from a firm due to enter 
soon into the jet-engine operation noise problem area for the first time in 
its plant community. The PR director stated he expects some -community re-
action but bas no plans for preparing the neighbors for the change despite 
the growing number of case studies to furnish guidance and help for such a 
plan. 
Another company was not aware of the coil'llYlUility problem they had 
generated. A Department or Defense order·to curtail all overtime work had 
resulted in the entire plant·f±ni·shingwork- at--the---same--time, completely 
saturating the surrounding---highways• The-- cond±t±on had- started· three days 
prior to the author•s· visit with· the PR director.; The -only mention of the 
preblem came from a plant g\18.rd driving the vehicle to the gate. "You're 
mighty lucky' to be leaving now, u he said;. "In anotlrer fifteen minutes we '11 
have the worst traffic snarl you ever saw. 11 Other plants bad solved this 
problem by staggering their shifts. 
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USAF recommendation• A:i.r Force policy and program- objectives 
now arri.ve at the Base information· services. office in a series of manuals, 
regul.ations, letters;, bull:etms· and classified doC'Ill'ltellts. These can pose 
an overwhelming deluge, especially to· inexperienced information· services 
personnel. A method should be devised to insure each IS office has a cur-
rent policy statement and p-rogram designed to operate in its particular 
situation ... These would neces·sarl.ly' vary at different· command levels to 
accommodate the problems and projects peculiar to each. The net result 
would be that each operating office would have a guide to help choose the 
most effective actions to help it reach its planned objectives. The 
simplest form described above would be a wortl:rwhile improvement over sole 
reliance upon the present· program statements issued from Air Force head-
quarters designed to guide· the entire Air For·ce program·. 
Slll!IIf!!rl:. This section has treated policy and programs in a 
unitary manner due to their lack of clear dif-ferentiation in the statements 
and thinking of practitioners • The value of formulating clear- and definite 
policy was discussed in a private publication of one of the nation's largest 
advertising companies• 
The aircraft firms appear to have a number ef sound public rela-
tions policy statements they use to orient their work force· to the corpora-
tion's general PR objectives. These are contained in employee publications 
normally distributed to new· ~loyees. There was generally a lack of clear 
understanding among public relations personnel of any operating policy or 
programs to guide the staff efforts. 
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A trend was noted-within the industry of a gradually emerging 
policy line, sharply influenced by the predominance of its government 
business. 
On the other hand, policy and programming occupies a prominent 
place in the PR councils of the Aircraft Industries Association.. They 
follow recommended prac'tices of adequate survey and research 'to periodically 
evaluate their operations, revising in the light of significant findings. 
This- attention 'to policy may-result from the non-profit -nature of the 
Association, depending, as it does, upon the approval of its member-
companies for. continued support; 
An example of Air Force u-tilization of research :findings was 
considered to be a rather inadequate application of compiled data and 
recommendations; 
Several excellent prGgrams were described above indicating the 
ability of companies to draw up integrated pJ.ans wlien motivated to do so. 
Each of these was limited 'to a single objective except in the case of a 
community relations program.- which reflected a broader awareness of the con-
tinning needs of the looal population and the company-. 
A1 though much textbook emphasis and lip•service acknowledgement 
is given to the potential value of -sound policy- and program drafts, present 
day practice in the aircraft industry-· observes- thenr1110re··in the branch than 
~- otherwise. Increased attention to integrating PR actions of all_levels of 
managemen-t could prove a rewarding innovat±on for those firms and military 
organizations now content, or .forced, to live from crisis to crisis. 
I 
ll 
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CHAPTER IV 
COMPANY PUBLIC RELATIONS OPERATIONS 
Prior chapters- have concentrated on matters involving industry-
wide or theoretical considerations: Aircraft Industries Association 
ii 
II ,, 
il 
II 
methods of operation~ discussions of policy definition and program formula-~ 
tion. There is a certain amount of agreement in the public relations 1 
::::e s:: ::ed:::: ::::·:.::~==ea ::•:P:- ,j 
'I these accepted principles or omitted their use. 
From here on the discussion shifts to the working PR offices I 
of the aircraft manufacturers• The subject matter of this chapter does not 
rest on so solid an agreement about the "right" way for its-use. As will I 
be seen, compa.ny' preferences have tailored quite different approaches from 11 I 
the same topic material,; apparently all fit to the satisfaction of the 
' people concerned. 
The chapter is divided into three sections. Organization and 
administrative matters are discussed in the first one. The next two are 
a. rather arbitrary- grouping of target publics the industry- seeks to in-
fluence. Other public relations writings refer to "internal or externa1rt 
Here publics, or use categories of "long range or short range1t publics. 
I 
the groups are referred to as "select" or rtmasstt publics to reflect the di-1 
- rect or indirect nature of the methods genera.lly used by public relations 
people to reach the members. Characteristic of most PR matters, publics 
and ~echniques defy rigid compartmentalizing. Many of the methods used for 
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one pub1ic work equally we11 (and are used almost as frequnet1y-) for an 
entireJ.y different group. The attempt is made to pl.ace them in the grouping 
in which they are most cast. It is anticipated that the designations 
nseJ.ectn and "mass" audiences may not appeal to al1 readers. Let them 
suffice, however, as a method of identifying the different strata of pub1ics 
and to serve as a framework for discussing the methods used to reach them. 
I. ORGANIZATION .AND ADMINISTRATION 
Al1 public relations officiaJ.s face essentially the same internal. 
prob1ems of organizing their peop1e, controlling the work output, and co1-
lecting needed information for their operati:ons. The distinctive1y differ-
ent organizational approaches obs-erved limn p1ainl.y that liJailY" roads lead 
to Rome. One director commented when the observation was made that his 
office organization was quite similar to military offices, "I came here 
direct1y from service. It was the only kind of organization I knew." 
Other personal. reasons maybe the reason for the practices and organiza-
tional structures reported here. 
A recent industry-wide report--not limited to aircraft com-
panies--stated:1 
Pub1ic relations in mnlti-p1ant organizations is basicallY a 
centralized function for two reasons: 
A preponderance of comp~-wide as opposed to 1oca1 
pub1ic relations activities. 
Lack of understanding and acceptance of public rela-
tions at lowerlevels. 
The aircraft industry conforms to this finding to a great degree. 
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The reporting corporations that have subordinate Divisi.ons retain close 
supervision of plant~=<leve1 public relations a·cti-vities··:even· though the 
Division may have ·its own PR manager and· staff assigned to the Divisional 
general manager. One case study' reports the relationship between the 
Corporate PR director and the Division PR manager thusly: 2 
He will arrange for receiving reports and other coordinative 
information to assist him in carrying out his responsibilities 
for policy direction over·the PR manager of the ••• Divisi.one He 
wiJJ. develop with the public relations manager of the ••• Division 
an understanding as to what material in the form of press re-
leases~ publications or speeches should be cleared through his 
offi.ce prior to release• 
Another subsidi.ary- plant PR manager reports· "directly to the 
plant manager and i.ndirectly to· the ( Gen·era.l Office) PR director. n 
One especi.ally extensive corporate structure is tied together by 
a teletype (1WX) network-used for proposed news releases, speeches and 
other public statements enabling headquarters· to approve· them .. speedily be-
fore release. The TWX net also permits simul'taneous rel:eases- to be made 
at news centers on both coasts as well as·in the plant conmmnity. 'lWX co-
ordi.nati.on i.s supplemented by weekly telephone conversations between the 
Corporation PR director and Divi.si·on PR managers, giving the home office 
constant awareness of field trends and developments • 
An extremely sophi.sticated organizational set-up is headed by a 
Vice-Presi.dent-Coll'llllUilication.. Reporting to h±m are· directors of public 
e relati.ons; advertising; and publications• There · i.s also a corporation Com-
munica.ti.on Board comprised of the public relations and advertising directors 
of each Division. The Board meets semi-ammally to review policy and opera-
tienal matters. 
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Organization within the public relations offices also varies 
greatly. Some have their people grouped by type of activities performed; 
others by- publics served.. One unusual system: assigned a single staff mem-
ber to each major contract item--missile, particular model aircraft, modi-
fication project, etc. He became identified in the company as the X 
Project's PR man. He became a staff assistant to the Project Manager, 
attending staff meetings, taking part in planning, etc;.. Although he also 
retained additional responsibilities in the company PR office, his close 
identification with .the Project· Team opened excellent co11D'111Ulications chan-
nels. At least once a day the PR staffer toured the plant area of his 
project to maintain contacts with all levels of supervision and labor. 
The company- reported no major problems arose from the resulting dual 
responsibility. 
A useful administrative technique was observed at- a company which 
has a large number of projects undenray-. The variety- of contracts presents 
special problems for executives to be certain, at a moment's notice, which 
details have been announced publicly, which are still classified. It is 
the same problem for the busy PR executive when a phone call from the local 
paper or broadcast station asks for confirmation of an item regarding a 
contract, airplane performance, etc. The system used was to file all per-
tinent materials--news releases, fact sheets, status reports, etc.--in a 
multi-sectioned folder, each section reserved for a separate project. Thus 
e a call about "Project yn or trProject 429/54n is answered by referring to the 
section containing all ma"'terial about that project. It tells what can be 
released and what can not be released. Duplicate folders are kept in the 
l! jl 
president's office as he often acts as company spokesman. Since the folder 
system has been established the president bas transferred a11 calls to the 
public relations office when a line of inquiry went beyond the materi.a1 
marked for public release. 
Public relations budgets is another -area whe"Z"e ···administrative 
practices are determined by ·company··preference• Detailed inf"ormation was 
not obtained on this subject;. However, one director a"(indtted that his 
office did not have a formal. budget: 1'We make it up at the end of the 
year. 11 Routine i.."tems were expended without· specific ·advance authorization 
but "large" amounts were ~cussed for fiscal officialst approval. 
Systemized ·reporting did not appear to be· a common"'·office routine, 
either to PR officials or management hea:ds. One corporation had subordinate 
plant PR managers submit monthly activity reports which the home office con-
solidated and condensed prior to circulating to the· president,; board of 
directors, and other officials. In· addition, a 8'lll1llJlla17 of ottrrent corpora-
tion projects, forecasts, executive pers·onnel (actually a brief history) was 
referred to as a «report" upon which the corporation placed· a lot of im-
portance. Its use would seem to be chiefly externBJ., more in the nature of 
a fact sheet thall. a true creport of PR activ±tieS'.-
One firm used a Project Status Sheet which listed· 130 separate 
projects in which the PR staff had been -engaged since 1954. Also included 
e were three continuing projects:· sp"88kers·, plant tours,; and exhibits. The 
specific projects included requests :for ·intormat±on for an ·article, an-
niversary observations, etc. The chart listed the starting "date of the 
project, completion ·date or present status, and· the name of the responsible 
sta.:rf member. A "futures" book listed up ... cemi.ng events of PR signi!icance1 . 
The format and the 1956 date of the Project Status Sheet suggested that it 
is produced on. an irregular schedule. 
One public relations o.ffi.ce keeps a chart (by months~-consolidat 
annually) of Aircraft Noise and Low Flying Complaints., The ohart shows the 
date, time and nature of the complaint, plus notations of special interest 
such as "ground run-up silencers installed", 11six of the week•·s complaints 
were from the Chairman of the Citiz-ens Anti-Noise League", etc. This .form 
of report-chart is a convenient method for detecting trends in community 
complaints in addition to .furnishing an historical record showing seasonal 
and hourly peak periods• 
A special report to top ·management «at the end of a big do" is 
a method used by another office. "It's sort of an insurance policy to let 
them know what we-•re doing;," was the justificati-on given. 
Reports apparently are not maintained and analyzed for informa-
tion that might give guidance in choosing future actions of the offices 
studied. 
Information flow to the ~ o.ffice.. A- vexing matter for every 
public relations official is establishing a reliable flow of information in 
to PR office channels. One remarked, -"We try for three-wq communications: 
- up, down, and sideways.n The problem -simplifies as the publi-c relations 
chief ascends the corporate ladder, virtually disappearing when he reaches 
vice-presidential status. Despite the prestige of the chief's position, 
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staff members lllt:lSt maintain their own contacts and sources of information. 
ttPersonal contacts" was the most .frequen'tly mentioned method of 
insuring that the PR office knows what is taking place in the company. 
Such contacts seem to play- a more reliable role in industry than in the 
Air Force, due to the greater turnover of service personnel. At least one 
" /,' 
firm uses daily management arid staff lunches as an informal communications 
exchange center. 
Valued information contacts also result from plant and section 
Visits 1n connection with campaigns and drives, such as bond drives, 
charity collections, blood campaigns:, ete., which provide opportunities for 
PR people to work with personnel from-all areas of the comp8.lT,Y'. 
Some PR offices cover their own plant on a "news beat" basis, or 
simply follow an informal practice of taking frequent walks through the 
shops. ·Information is also fed into the office by plant reporters who 
write part time .for the compa.n;r publications. Another means was described 
simply as "staying tuned to the grapevin-e-. n 
Membership on committees and boards also funnels information to 
PR officials, especially when the chief is a ranking officer of the com-
pany. Iri one company he is a member of the· Ex:ecuti ve Conuni ttee which is 
concerned with matters at the Board 'of' Directors-level, and also serves 
on the Operations Conunittee which handles current ·mat-ters. Another PR 
e director is on his cotnpany•s Business Development Board which he called 
"a cOll!JnUt;)i.cations center for the whole company." 
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One top-level committee follows a practice·of semi-annual three-
· day meetings held at a quiet location away from· the plant where top 
officials, including PR, can have an uninterrupted planning ·and idea ex-
change. 
Coordination sessions required by company functional chart 
policies are a regular source of infonnation- as in the cas·e of working 
with the treasurer on the a.nnuaJ.. report; the industrial rela tiona director 
on employee matters, or coordinating poli'Cy with· the board cba.irma.n. One 
office reported they were non every distribution list in the company. " 
All regular and special reports, section publications and other data is 
screened for its PR value• 
One potentially· valuable inf·ormation channel was reported to be 
working badly according to·· ·one · PR executive. His firm employs upwards of 
100 technical representatives ·(tech reps) who work with Air Force units 
equipped with company-built aircraft. The tech reps become valued members 
I of the flying unit and often are on very friendly~ with flight and 
ground pers<:mnel, officer and enlisted ranks, command:ers · and ·supervisors. 
They are in front line posi tiona·· where they cc:>ul.d be·· invaluable eyes and 
ears for the eompam.y PR office. Tech reps alert to news val:es or public 
relations situations could feed information back to the company in time to 
capitalize on news breaks or to cerrect a developing bad situation. In-
• stead their interest-- is almost exel usi vely technical only rarely leading 
them to tinder for the public relations forge. 
USAF recommendation. Information services personnel could be 
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alerted to work alose]Jr with assigned company tech reps, using them. as a 
news outlet and also guiding them toward material that would be useful. to 
their. company public relations operations. Such cooperation would prob-
ably result in the Base 1 s ·story being told increasingly in the plant publi ... 
cations and through their release channels--at minimum effort of the Base 
information services staff. 
Summary. Most of -the orga.n±zational and admi.nistrative matters 
discussed in this section are of lilni.ted direc"t·value· to· the Air Force 
units which normal]Jr follow prescribed procedures· for such matters. It is 
interesting to note, however, a similar methodology for obtaining informa ... 
tion is used by the Office of Information Services at Air Force head-
quarters. The Chief or his Deputy attends weekly meetings with the Air 
CounoU consisting of the ·Vice Chief of Staff and the Deputy Chiefs of 
Staff; has weekly briefings with the Secretary and Under Secretary, the 
Chief and Vice Chief of Staff; and takes part-·in the weekly -sessions of 
the Department of Defense Public Information Coordinating Committee which 
reviews coming events, overall programs and Department of Defense proposals. 
One additional means of gathering information is through 
"special assistants" assigned to eaeh Deputy Chief o£ Staff·' s office. The 
special assistants meet periodieallywith Information Services officials 
to review current policies and ·matters of interest. 
e The variety . of means used by industry PR offices to keep in-
telligence flowing into their operation centers should encourage Air Force 
personnel with the same problem. Industry has found no "open sesamert that 
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magically insures that the vital phone call will be made as ·soon as im-
portant news breaks. Hard and continuous attention to the problem is the 
only sn.re means of getting reasonable expectancy- that- PR will be told the 
important developments that· are· taking place-. The most successful methods 
are those which take the PR personnel. out· of' the confines of their office 
and make them a part· of the operational vitall ty- of the organi-zation. 
Military- personnel may be ·hampered by mili.tar,r· rank differentials 
that prevent lower ranking staff members from establ:islting· informal, social 
relationships w±th· commanders and:·seni.or-staff heads• Traditionally, 
nevertheless, military ingenuity has found-means of ·overcoming such preb-
lems. Often a valued and reliable information source can be located at a 
rank corresponding to the PR man·• s. The important steps are to establish 
many informal contacts; take an active part in committee and board actions; 
make certain the office is on the master distribution list; and get around 
the base personally. 
II. OPERATIONS--sELECT PUBLICS 
With this section the thesis moves· into -the area of how the 
policies, ··progra111S and ·goals aTe· actual.l.y'put to work. Ra-ther than discuss 
PR operations in categories of media:·and·teclmiques, it seemed fruitful to 
look at several publics of concern to industry co111panies• The four publics 
covered in this section are those most immediately essential to continued 
industry operation: employees, local comrmm:i.ty, share owners, and govern-
ment. Dead aim is taken em each of these target groups. .A.nything-less 
than a bull 1 s eye is an occasion for anguish. 
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Employees are considered to be-primarily a· problem in communica-
tions technique coupled to sound management· practices • Their predisposed 
interest in company affairs· can be safely' assumech A variety of publica-
tions is the main prop of the program stm, but increasingly- ·the role of 
management communi.cators is coming to the fore ·to 1Dake certain the man at 
the lathe believes in the man in the ·£ront office. Human· relations train-
ing is being expanded down the management scale so that its potentia.l 
should, in time:, be felt in shops and assembly lines. 
Closely' allied to employee programs are those directed toward 
the plant community. The community- rela-tions -secti.on deals with such 
efforts in terms o-f who- triggers them=•plant or community--and 'Whether they 
are positive or negative in- character" The variety- of media used to bring 
the company story ·to its civic neighbors places strong· emphasis on those 
which enable the plant to take part in the life of the co:nmnmity. The 
all-pervasive problem of jet aircraft noise has its fallest impact upon 
the community relationships of plant and Air Force base alike• Methods 
of lessening the· pangs are· described in the· commun:i"ty- relations section. 
Favorable share owner relati.ons are a key- element of PR programs 
in a period when the basic philosophy of free enterprise is 11D.der attack 
by hostile ideologies. Of ·keen illlmediate ooncern is the ··share owners ' 
continued investment and retention of their confidence ·in the firm manage-
ment.. The written and in-person means used to· these ends· ·are discussed 
in the share owner section. It also contains a possible adaptation of 
some of this thinking for Air Force use. 
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The role of Government in· the vita.Ji ty of the aircraft industry 
was outlined in an earlier chapter• Here government relations are equated 
with the customer relations programs of non-=defense industries. They are, 
of course, customer relations of a very special genus. The service 
function of the industry PR efforts looms large in their thinking. The 
extensi-ve USAF Industrial Relations organization and program are seen as 
an increasingly important element in the cooperative undertakings of 
industry and Government. The discussion leads to the major recommendation 
contained in this thesis. 
Employee Communications. 
The emphasis aircraft companies place on communicating with 
company personnel is inescapable. The subject was mentioned in every 
interview; every packet of materials contained samples of employee-
directed publications.. One letter contained this example of modern 
corporate thinking: 
A new and broadened approach to reaching employees has been adopted 
this year with the formation of an employee information group within 
public relations. This new set ... up is designed to initiate and im-
plement new channels of communications to be used to reach the 
employee, in addition to company publications ••• The theory behind 
this is that the loyal' well info nned employee is the best source 
of good relations within the commnnity ••• Good communications with 
employees are an essential ingredient of successful employee and 
community relations. 
Plant publications. To date, however, plant publications con-
tinue as the mainstay of formal employee communications efforts. As other 
methods of reaching the work force are started; the inevitable question 
arises as to who should be responsible for the new connnunications medium. 
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Public Relations offices in many plants are responsible for all company 
publications--on a coordinative basis, at least--except for·intra-
departmental newsletters and bulletins. Other corporations use their in-
dustrial relations section for employee communications monitoring and/or 
production. The Aircraft Industries Association estimates nearly fifty 
per cent of company- newspapers and magazines are published by industrial 
relations departments. Among the companies in which industrial relations 
departments publish the employee papers close coordination is maintained 
between public and industrial relations staffs• Generally the public rela-
tions director reviews plant publications for·· policy collfor.mance or to 
check editorial content prior to printing.. A few companies limit such 
coordination to establishment of mutually acceptable policy lines for 
/ 
editorial guidance. Public and industrial relations offices exchange news 
items to insure that the external and internal publics receive full. informa-
tion about comp~ operations. 
It is of interest to note the military services have had shifts 
of opinion concerning the correct agency for publishing base newspapers. 
The Air Force's former Information and Education office of the Personnel 
division published them until 1953. Then the·· Airman Information function 
wa.s separated from the Education activities and renamed the Internal 
Information division. The new division was joined to the Public Informa.-
tion division to form the present Office of Information Services. Education 
remains a function of Personnel. The Internal Information division is 
responsible for all formal communications programs directed toward Air 
I 
I 
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Force personnel including, in addition to base newspapers: Coxnmander's 
Call (a monthly meeting conducted by tmit- commanders); special films; 
pamphlets; posters; fact sheets; information centers (at bases); news 
' 
bulletins; bulletin boards;- reprints; and distribution of selected 
materials from the Department of Defense Office of Information and 
Education.,3 
The variety of aircraft company publications is considerable. 
All companies studied have plant newspapers.; These range from modest .four-
page, 8fn X lllf bi-weeklies serving one small plant, to outsize 11-i" X 17u 
16=page giants. Larger corporations· often publish several editions edited 
for specific plants or divisions. One of these papers is printed in four 
edit~ons With a totai circulation of 75,ooo per issue. 
USAF recommendation. Several features used by plant papers were 
especially interesting for their adaptal:rl.lity to Air Force papers needs .. 
One issue featured a page containing onl:y a photo (suitable for .framing) 
of a newly de=classified company aircraft; A simi.l.a.r feature could be 
used in Air Force papers to solve the omnipresent problem of supplying 
photos of unit aircraft -to · send to the folks at home, etc • 
A company history series o.f articles· carri·ed· an editor 1 s sug-
gestion that the articles might be collected in a notebook to give the 
employee a permanent record. 
The first employees to retire under a new company pension plan 
were saluted by the plant paper which stated they were being placed 
permanently on the paper Is mailing list. Air Force policy now sends base 
i' 
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e papers to separatees f'or ninety days following their d:±scharge. Might 
there be a value in some. program of sending base papers to retirees? 
An obituary feature was carried by one plant paper. This may 
. raise questions of policy, taste, personal preferences,. etc. Most Air 
Force papers print the first half of the vital statistics record, variously 
captioned "Stork Club" or ''Heir Force. tt Obits handled in a restrained 
style could be ma:de· a standard feature of base ·papers in keeping with 
accepted civilian newspaper practice• 
The Headquarters Information Services 1llli:.t- that -reviews base 
newspapers might profitably start a program of reviewing industrial papers 
for ideas useful to Air Force editoTS. 
Other employee communications media. Specialized publications 
addressed to l.imited groups include ones headed: "All Plant Engineers", 
11A11 Members of Management••,. "To Each Missile Engineer", etc. These are 
not restricted in content to solely technical matters but often oarry items 
of management and company interes-t as well. 
Special pamphlets and handbooks are other routine· means of gi vi.ng 
detailed infonnation to employees. These typically conform to high stand-
ards of typography;, editorial content, layout and art work to catch em~ 
ployee attention and aid understanding. Gone are the days when a list of 
"do's and don'ts" on a neglected bulletin board was the only information 
a new employee received about his job and company• Today's Employee 
Handbook may contain pictures of executives, a greeting and welcome from 
the president, a brief company history, data on production cycles and 
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product use, plus a detailed expl.anation of the rights and responsibilities 
of both the worker and the company• Supervisors of the o1d school might be 
shocked to read a section devoted to "grievance procedures" in a booklet 
handed to a worker when he accepts a job. 
Some of the employ-ee magazines used to supplement· plant news-
papers are exceptionally- high qttality publications. Boeing's Magazine, 
published monthly, is one ·of these. The issue of Apri11957. treated 
subjects as diverse as a sentimental. World War II story- about a Boeing-
built B-17 bomber, and an article outl.ining s01Jie· of th:e research problems 
attendant to flight at the 100,000 foot level. North American's Skjt.line 
is a quarterly featuring high quality artwork and human interest photog-
raphy. North Amer±can employees -were··able to accompany their products 
through· the pages of a recent· issue to s evel-a.l·· distant -spots on the globe. 
One article descrlbed a cross-Atlantic flight of North· American F-lOOC 
Super Sabers; another took a trip down th-e island ranges of the Air Force 
Missile Test Center which fires North· American• s X-10 missile and Navaho 
missile protype. Another feature story described Japan·• s · Mitsubishi 
aircraft plant 'Which is building l,iorth .Amer:l.oan-designed F-86F Saber Jets 
£or Japanese defense. A total of ten articles gra.phical.ly portrayed the 
international activities of the corporation thus creating better informed, 
better motivated employees. 
Company liistories are produced. as another mea.nS of inspiring 
workers nth a sense of identification with· their ·corporate masters. One 
of the most elaborate projects in this field is Lockheed's nor Men and 
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Stars 11 , a mul ti-ohapter history which started monthly- issues in March, 1957. 
The introductory sentence· of Volume I set the mood. Addressed "To the 
Men and Women of Lockheed", it read: "For a long time we have wanted to 
recall for you the history of Lockheed. . It's a warm and moving success 
story in the finest .American ·tradition• n 
Another Lockheed publication does not fit any ·known category. 
The company calls it "The Lockheed S'teryll and ident"ifies it merely as 
"A series of articlestr, obviously on themes management wants told to 
employees. Each issue covers a single topic in an interesting, down-to-
earth style;. Issues discussed .the development of a corporation division, 
workers t voting responsibility, and how Lockheed's team of sub-contractors 
help build Lockheed products. 
The high quality of employee publications c1earl;r indicates that 
companies are not taking their workers for gran-ted or ·expecting them to 
read just anything ffbeoa"USe the company- put ·it out." The publications are 
of outstanding professional quality- incorporating sound principles of 
readability and eye appeal. The employee can not fail to realize that he 
is rated as an important audience for the company story. 
The public relations offices do not rely solely on compan;r 
produced publications to tell their stor.r• Articles about the firm or its 
products appearing in general or trade magazines are often· reprinted for 
e internal distribution and other PR uses. Examples include highly technical 
discussions in trade j·ournals and cover stories from news·magazines. 
Plant newspaper and magazine articles are also reprinted in 
I 
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other forms when the topic is one of lasting importance• Booklets and 
folded broadsides are typical formats used• The tt,Aj;rborne Story-n appeared 
origjnally as a series of articles in Fairchildts Pegasus, later reprinted 
in an attractive booklet. A Republic News story about jet noise, ''Friendly 
Noise or Enemy?", was reprinted for a variety of uses. .Another~ 
article, ''What is the Tru.th -About Buying Airp·ower?", was reprinted to 
carry company" president M1m.dy I. Peale's words to an expanded audience. 
Management communi-cators. I:f the impression-has been given that 
responsibility for employee communication rests solely or even prima~ 
with public relations of industrial relations offices, permit a hasty 
disclaimer• Evidence of management-'s participation· was :furnished by three 
cooperator companies, doubtless indicating a widespread industry practice. 
North American Aviation's management communications program has 
been u.Sed as a textbook ease study to illustrate how the example o:f a 
compaey's top officer sets the tone for the rest -of the organization. 4 
The problems created by a widespread geographic decen-tralization o:f thirty 
North American plants engaged in diversified technical activities were 
further compli-cated by communications restraints of military security. 
An internal communications- program ·was aimed at the long range 
objective of securing team work of employees; a short range goal of stimu-
lating effective day-to-day action• Stated basic policy recognized that 
"anything that affects North American Aviation is the business of management 
personnel." Within this policy the following goals were established:5 
I! 
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1. A minimum of secrets and a wi.de and free spread of information 
helps to achieve an invironment of confidence and understanding on 
the.part of management people. 
2. The functions and responsibilities o:f each individual in manage-
ment must be clearly defined to a void confusion, misunderstanding 
and conflict;. 
3. Each subordinate member of management, particularly foremen and 
supervisors, must assume heavy responsibility :for horizontal com-
munications. 
4. Lines of communication throughout the company must be simple 
and direct. 
These policies were implemented with a full complement of 
publications: weekly newspaper, quarterly magazine, and bo.oklets describing 
NAA operations and growth :for employees and their families. In addition, 
"hot news n releases were placed on bulletin boards if major news broke 
between issues of the weekly paper;. Another reflection of this same 
thinking led to the posting of advance proofs of institutional advertise-
menta so employees learned o:f them before. the general public. 
Under special cireumstances :form ·letters are mailed to each 
employee. Detailed information was sent to each workerts home within 
twenty-four hours of the signing of a new union contract--from the company 
management. 
The Azm.ual Report is also mailed to employees at the same time 
it is sent to share owners. 
These written materials are reinforced by "personal contact" 
pr0grams. Daily luncheon and weekly staff meetings of top management 
result in consistency o:f views and full circulation of information. The 
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weekly management staff meetings are duplicated ·at other management and 
operational l,evels, thus fanning out information rapidly,. Detailed notes 
of these meetings are sent·to sixty executives. 
Top managementts direct .. commanication with supervisors is 
another key- feature of the program. The company president met with 2,000 
supervisors in a series of two-hour meetings attended by 30 per session. 
When the series was completed, the president wrote a periodic confidential 
letter to supervisors discussing company business.o 
Consistency of supervision was aided by a 4<>-hour basic manage-
ment course for supervisors through assistant foremen• A question-and-
answer feature of the course gave yet another channel for information to 
reach employees. 
•'Family Day11 open houses, an active suggestion program, educationa 
.. 
a1 refund plan, and institutional films for loan and showing to employee 
groups rounded out this model program to insure the four basic goals form 
a vital part of the corporate· existence• 
Labor relations courses for assistant :foremen are also given by 
another company which said these programs emphasize human relations 
materials. That information was given during a question-andc.answer period 
at a meeting of 500 members of management through general foreman level. 
These are annual meeting3 at which top management reports directly to the 
e group to tell frankly ''where we have been, where we are now and where we 
want to go. n6 
These sessions are marked by exceedingly direct information 
il 
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about every phase of company operations and plans. Evidence that they were 
planned as communications channels was seen in the answer to a question 
asking whether it wouldn't be a good·idea to «lay- down the cards for em-
ployees u in order to gain increased cooperation. The evidence was 
explicit-:7 
We have selected you people as leaders ·throughout the shops in 
promoting our future. It is our hope you will carry this informa-
tion you reoei ved today to the supervision within your shops and 
they, in turn, will carry :it to the men and women. 
An informal approach was used by another company which keyed 
this coJriJJtUt)ications channel to workers·• progression through the firm's 
.S, 10, 15-year, eto., club. Each week the president meets in an informal 
get-together with riewl.r elected members to present club emblems. Employees 
are encouraged to talk about anything that is on their mind. The president 
has a personality- that generally inspires warm response which affords him 
excellent intelligence about conditions in the organization. The meetings 
are an opportun;i.ty for him to scotch incipient rumors and detect growing 
trouble areas. 
Some industrial psycl'J.ology findings. The purpose of the em-
ployee conununications programs presumably is increased·productivity and 
stability of work force· through improved worker morale resulting from his 
increased store of information, better supervision, and job satisfaction. 
The findings of industrial psychologist, D. Katz, bear directly on these 
efforts. Katz suggests morale is not a unitary conc~t but rather pos-
sesses numerous dimensions. He investigated four aspects of industrial 
morale--intrinsic job satisfaction, pride in work group, wage and 
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advancement satisfaction, and identification with coinpany---and found only' 
"pride in work group tt equates with high produoti-vity". Some of the other 
attitudes usuallY considered indioators of high morale related negatively 
to productivity. Workers possessing the desirable pride in work group 
were found to be those who were supervised in accordance with approved 
8 
modern principlese 
Katz 1 s findings suggest that increased emphasis· should be placed 
on training the leGrest level of supervision to gain pride in werk group 
and its concommitant of increased produc~iv±tya 
To balance any idea that universal suppert is given to the 
"human relations approach" the following remarks to a company meeting by 
an unidentified company official are noted: 
It has bee~ said this is a good place to work; people don't quit. 
Could this be partially caused by the fact we do not expect a fair 
day's work for a fair day's pay? OUr effectiveness is low. It 
must be improved. We must lower our costs. We can do just·that. 
The remarks recorded above were the only ones encountered 
which indicated that· some management officials may be resisting the modern 
philosophy" of leadership theory. However, they may be taken as a hint that 
some residue of old-fashioned driving supe'l"Vi:sion remains in industry. 
SUmmary. Air Force policies recognize· the key importance of its 
lower ranking ratings, especialiy first line· supervisors,· in line with the 
practices of enlightened management among the companies studied. Some 
thought might be given to adopting a policy of insuring base personnel 
receive all releasable news without ha-ving to learn it through outside 
news channels. 
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Establishing an infomal flow of communications upward is made 
more di:fficult by the military rank problems- inentioned above. Increased 
attention to sound human relations practices by nonscommissioned officers 
in their supervisory roles might result in increased awareness of rumors 
and trouble areas• Officer supervisors could a-ctively seek non-com's 
confidences through regular meetings. Complete protection of sources 
and freedom from disciplinary reprisals would have to be assured for ·such 
a system .of confidences to yield a flow of significant information. 
Community Relations. 
Closely allied to, in fact one of the main reasons for, employee 
conmmnications is the company desire to live and operate in a comrmmity 
atmosphere of harmony and neighborly welcome. This is not merely a social 
motive but rather a hard-headed recognition· that a hostile population can 
virtually legislate a compa.ny- out of town through restrictive zoning 
ordinances, punitive traffic regulations, exhorbitant tax structures, and 
an inadequate support of its public utilities needs. Local labor may re-
fuse company job offerings. Company personnel may be denied housing; 
their children shunned at school~-both fatal in a period When skilled 
technicians and engineers are in short supply'• Companies also seek 
:ravorable community understanding to prevent misconceptions about their 
business operations and to educate the voting public about the. advantages 
e of our present economic system. 
The means through which companies integrate themselves into 
the col'rlllnlldty fabric can be divided into three categories: Positive 
programs initiated by the company; positive company response to a 
request from the community; and compaey- response or anticipation of 
negative community reaction--or, more simpl)"' handling of complaints. 
6o 
Positive company programs.. The Golden Anniversary of Powered 
Flight, celebrated during-1953, gave a thematic·"tone to a series of 
aircraft compa.n.r special events$ This celebration may rank as the most 
successful special event in the short history· of the aircraft industry. 
The Anniversary was sparked by the Aircraft Industries Association and a 
special committee· headed by retired General ttJilmnie" Doolittle. All 
member companies took a part in the various events whioh commemorated the 
Wright Brothers' achievement, and also furnished funds for the work of the 
national committee. 
The maltitude of programs that focussed internati:onal attention 
on the Anniversary would themselves furnish material for a complete study' 
of how to organize and operate a year-long celebration. A modest budget 
(for a large scale operation) generated an astounding number of events, 
publications and other communications. For example, twelve· books having 
an Anniversary theme tie-in were published· during· the year• National, 
state and local governments celebrated the Anniversary and sponsored oivic 
affairs. The military services took part in more than Boo celebration 
affairs. Speeches, commercial motion pictures, Joint Congressional resolu-
tions, commemorative postage stamps, publicity in every media--all added 
up to national emphasis on aviation's various phases, with an accompanying 
upsurge of interest among youth, especially in the schools. 9 
More modestly sealed events can also be extremely effective in 
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the plant colinmmity. Open house at aircraft plants normally is tied in 
'( 
with some special occasion such as .Armed Forces Day or- a patriotic holiday. 
The Tenth Anniversary of the U. S. Navy's exhibition flight team, the Blue 
Angels, provi.ded the occasion for the manufacturer of the aircraft that 
the team flies. An excellently.planned and executed open house gave the 
firm an opportunity to also show the local community its new jet-aircraft 
facility which had not previauly been opened to visitors. The affair was 
so successful that the National Research Bureau, Chicago, included a case 
study of it in the Public Relations Idea Library service furnished to 
10 . 
their clients. Among the .features cpmmented on in the case study were 
the special invitations to plant employees, oo:mmani ty leaders, and other 
important publics. The inv±tati.on form also served as a special pass for 
entry into the plant proper and included a detailed map showing roads and 
other points of visitor interest. 
Thoughtful planning .for guests ' small children produced a 
.fenced-in play area where they could be left with attendants to ride on a 
mechanical train, a kiddies• »whip" ride, and a pony cart-~:rreeing parents 
.for a more thorough look at comp~ exhibits. 
Local radio stations cooperated and advance publicity advised 
guests to check their local stations in case of questionable weather 
condi tiona. The expected crowd of 30,000 exceeded 45,000. 
Creating community impact .does not always require a program as 
elaborate as an open house. The occasion of p~ent of the lOO,OOO,OOoth 
pay roll dollar was used to draw community attention to the economic 
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contribution to the· area made by the company. 
USAF Recommendation. Air Force bases have also demonstrated the 
circulation of their cash pay- roll by using silver dollars- or two dollar 
bills at a regular payday. The effects can be trac-ed through the entire 
econonw of' the region. This te-chnique is generally used only when com-
munity friction demands some dramatic gesture• 
A different application of this type of public v:tsibility could 
be used to show the communi.ty" the social impact of the entire national 
military population,. All that would be needed is to annually require all 
active duty personnel to wear their uniform during the Armed Forces Week 
observation. The occasion is appropriate •. There is no expense involved. 
But by one simple.directive taxpayers throughout the nation could be shown 
that the military is an often unknown percentage of the local community: 
as fellow passengers; fellow customers; fellow sports fans; fellow church-
goers; fellow lodge members; fellow PTA-members; fellow pedestrians--in 
short: .fellow citizens. 
In another application of this· same principle of "showing the 
uniformtt, the extremely influential university faculty and student body 
"publics" could be given an awareness of the extent o.f the military service 
participation in formal programs of higher education-. All that would be 
needed would be a directive for studerrts attending civilian institutions 
to wear their uniforms to class and other school functions• What 
advantages result from the-present policy of letting themwear civ:ilian 
dress? Are they less conspicuous? A wasted advantage o:r questionable 
value. Classmates and professors rapidly know of the service backgrounds 
I of cl.ass members. It would appear more important to have the entire uni-
versity population realize tb:a t large numbers of military students are 
attending classes rather· tJlan have them aware of only the few who may ·be in 
class with them. Students should be wearing their uni.forms 1 ·with pride. 
Additional positive company programs • Industrial motion pictures 
are a s~dard element in _the community relations program of surveyed com-
panies. Several. PR offices have cameramen assigned· to- shoot such films. 
Processing and printing are contracted to commercia1 firms • Large numbers 
of requests for films created a hea-vy administrative workload in one office .. 
Their solution was to contract with a national distri:but±on agency to 
. -
stock, ship, and promote their films. Fees are computed on a llper shipment,"' 
tasis and have resulted in a net saving to the aircraft firm. 
Ther-e is some question whether a: speakers· bureau should be 
classified as a company initiated program or one in respons-e to community 
requests • Unquestionably both methods· of origin exist• One classified 
project of high public interest was given an aggreS"Sive promotion program 
to insure use of a film and trained speakers· during the relatively- short 
period of highest interest. This was the only· report o'f soliciting speaking 
engagements :for company speakers, a1 though· all 00111Pan.ies said numerous 
requests were received from fraternal, civic, and professional groups. 
A cooperative comrmmity project o:f AIA company members is being 
sponsored this year jointly- with the U. s. Air Force Orientation Group. 
The Orientation Groupts mobile displays are touring cities across the 
I' 
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countey- to give local citizens a first hand:· look at Air Force equipment. 
Aircraft company_ PR staffs are aiding with··promotion and giving other 
support when the displays are shown near plant citi.es. 
Cormmmi ty requests. Among the communi:ty-originated speaking 
requests was on~ inviting a company to take part in the lo~ schoolts 
experimental closed circuit tele'Vision ( CC-TV). programming., Plant en-
gineers lectured as part of the science curriculum of the school. It 
proved an excellent opportunity to stimulate student interest in science, 
especially aeronautical sciences. 
Increasing numbers of su:eh requests. can be expected as CC-TV 
comes to the aid of overloaded teaching corps• The Fund for the Advance-
lnent of ~ucatio:n has granted $986,000 to eight cities and two state· 
school systems which pledged matching· dollars to expand· the present 
experimental pro gram sponsored in four cities during the past two years by 
the Fund. Atlanta, Cincinnati, Miami, Norfib~, Detroit, Wichita, Phila-
delphia, Oklahoma· City, and the states of Oklahoma and .Nebraska school 
. 11 . 
systems will use the electronic teaching aid start±ng· this Fall. Com-
panies and the Air Force shou1d antici.pate-nay, see--oeaasions to present 
sui table materials over this medium. Policies should· be formed now, con-
sistent with local academic requirements; lecturers ·should· be trained in 
effective TV techniques. Engagements shoul.d. not be accepted until the 
speaker has been coached in effective use of the visual medium; until 
attractive programs can be guaranteed •. Alert PR men will be prepared to 
reach the school age public in its own environment when the opportunity 
II 
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Gemnm.tdty' groups ·requesting special tours-of a-ireraf't pl~ts 
represent a specia1 prQ..blem due to security requirements• Plants are not 
able to follow an op~ door· policy;. They generally limit tours to special 
interest groups such as teachers during · IndtiStry ... Education week. 
Plant PR offices are frequently asked to help with publicity 
campaigns for community projects. One staff member said there weren't any 
other PR people in· the small adjoining town so all groups 'turned to the 
plant for help. It is given. 
A compaJlT fire department·- responded to· a request for help from 
the local volun.teer fire department that·wanted ·some· trai:ning. The plant 
fire department specialist conducted- training sessions for· the VAMPS to 
show them how to disarm explosive ejection seats and other aircraft fire ... 
fighting techniques.. Air Force fire departments could make community 
friends by offering similar instructions• 
· Plant workers called from work to serve their volunteer fire . 
departments have their wages continued as part of one plant community 
support program. 
Appeals for funds- to supporl philanthropic and civic projects 
are possibly the most frequent appeals from the community to aircraft 
plants and Air Force bases alike. Each company showed a somewhat different 
policy for handling these requests. A top-level committee sets donation 
e policies for all divisions and establishes a Corporate Contribution Plan 
in one large organization. Colllpany donations 'to the amount of $300 can be 
authorized by another PR director; larger requests require approval of top 
l' 
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management officials. 
Two neighboring companies ·part±ci.pate jointly in ari annual 
county-wide Industry-Labor Fund Drive to support 19 non-profit hospitals. 
It is the only plant-wide drive permitted by one··-of these companies. An 
opinion survey among· plant personnel confirmed the general popularity of 
the Star Night feature of the Drive as a ltpainless yet effective" way to 
raise needed dollars. Star Night, staged by a professional PR firm, in-
corporates an excellent evening program· of entertainment by an all-star 
cast, a circus matinee, plus 100 chances for prizes valued (last year) at. 
$30,000. A five dollar donation entitles the subscriber to chances on the 
prizes and admissions to the entertainment eventS' • · 
In the five years of the drive, $1,270,000 has be·en contributed 
to the benefactor hospitals• The cost of prizes, entertainment, and ad-
ministration was 16•2 per cent of· the gross. 
Two companies have voluntary payroll deduction plans to build 
a fund to meet approved gifts• Each firm publishes a bo'Oklet explaining 
the operation of the plan. 'rhe corporation pays all administrative ex-
penses and other costs of the plan--and doubtless saves money in the net 
effect• A board representing diff'erent plant groups administers the fund, 
granting gifts in accordance with published policies and procedures. Mem-
bers donated to one of the clubs on a pre-determined scale of about 5t to 
. e 7 hours' wages annuall.y. The other plan has employees ' choose the size of 
their gift. 
il jl 
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Community" problems-. Every former community-problem of the air-
craft industry paled with the advent of the jet aircraft• Now the common 
industrial troubles--overloading utili ties systems, accidentally poisoning 
a stocked trout stream on the opening morning of the trout season--are 
treated as minor. The plant can dig :its own well. build a generating 
plant, stock the stream "With more trout--the problem ceases. 
But jets make noise<. -Loud noise. They wake sleeping babies. 
Turkeys panic, stupidly suffocating themselves. Mink refuse to breed 
according to plan. Television and radio dialogue is smothered. People 
are startled, scared. But jets are here and presumably will be part o:r 
the scene :for many years ahead. 
Although the problem is more than ten years old, its intensity 
remains severe as witness the criminal court action last year brought 
against an airplane company :for "maintaining a public nuisance." The judge, 
in dismissing the charge, observed: ttJet planes are necessary to the 
. -
defense of the country and while they may disturb a :few people in the im-
mediate neighborhood it is to be taken into consideration (the company) is 
of considerable value. u 
The above complaint resulted :from necessary ground operation o:f 
jet engines prior to flight. Additional annoyance is caused by :fl.ights 
for test or delivery purposes. 
Paul Borsky reports indications o:f deep psychological barriers 
which will prevent any rapid elimination o:f the annoyance experienced by 
manw. Fear o:f crashes underlies a high proportion of complaints, according 
to data in his Community Aspects of Aircraft Annoyance, a study" of the 
National Opinion Research Corporation.12 Each· sound ·of a flying plane 
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acts as a potential threat to the person with a fear of :flying. In the 
study sample 80% of the "greatly bothered11 group and almost two thirds of 
I 
the "moderately disturbed" respondents directly or indirectly admitted 
such a .fear. Time appears not to lessen these fears. The ngreatly 
bothered group (had) lived longest in the area, (had) previously residad 
in cOIIJllmlrl. ties which they .felt were noisy ••• "l3 Oollmlenting on a di.f-
ference between "bothered" and ttnot bothered" groups, the ana.lyst con-
eluded: ttThis ••• further emphasizes· our contention that·-living with air-
plane noise over longer periods of time does not necessarily reduce 
annoyance•"lh 
In the complex attitude of annoyance there was also a correlation 
between respondent's expressed dislike of his community in general and his 
annoyance with aircraft. "There is a· possibility for a transfer of annoy-
. 15 
ance from other causes to aircraft,'' the study" observes. There would 
appear to be any equally strong possibility of the converse of that 
transference taking place and some of the aircraft annoyance being vented 
on the community i tsel£. The study showed respondents in general were 
unaware that anything was being done to lessen annoyance; felt authorities 
were indifferent to their problems. 
Some hope of lessening annoyance of those still psychologically 
malleable wou1d appear to lie in the answer to the question, 'Iivas this 
noise really necessary?rt asked by Professor w. A. Rosenblith of 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology addressing a 19.54 meeting of aviation 
16 
agencies considering 11Noise and the COiliMUili ty." The GONAD-Convair pro-
gram described above is partially based on the information formulated by-
these studies. Preliminary evaluation of the pro gr8lll ind±cates increased 
communi t.v acceptance of the necessary disturbance when the need is ex-
plained. 
The preventive aspects of the GONAD-Convair program contains 
another sound PR principle for handling negative community reactions-":" 
complaints: the most effective program is the antiaipator,y-·one. Rather 
than preparing .to. handle complaints when they come:, effective advance co.-
ordination with the local citizenry often provides an opportunity for 
agencies of government 1 ·science and industry-;. the problem of minimizing 
community noise annoyance remains a day-•to.-da.y' task for the compan:ies 
studied. They are doing all things possible to keep the comrmmi.ty happy--
or less unhappy, at least. Flight patterns- are planned so that jets will 
be over populated areas a minimum length of time; preferential. ranwa;r 
sy-stems are used so the approach phase of landings and the take-off climb-
out pass over the least inhabited regions; sound suppressors have been ineo 
stalled to hush ground. operation of engines; ground testing has been limited 
to daytime hours; operational procedures for running engines have been 
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rigidly enforced--violations recorded and processed. In short all known 
management devices have been employed in the interest of coJI'IIIllln:ity quiet 
.... . . \ 
and peace. 
Local stories and other PR techniques are· 'USed to spread the 
knowledge of the corrective measures· to vocal civic groups. Speeches and 
special films are presented to meetings to build a residue of good will 
and understanding as a back-fire for chronic complainers • Plant telephone 
operators, at one plant, have been trained to route all complaints to the 
PR office where they are :followed up until an explanation can be given to 
' 
the party calling;. Return calls are made to explain situations which can 
not be accounted for at the time of the call. 
USAF recommendation.- Two additional suggestions may have some 
merit in helping the public adjust to the new sound· of freedom;. 
1.. Communities immediately adjacent to airfields could be toured 
regularly and at length by an Air Force or industry van lllalliled by a highly 
trained team of pilot, crew members 1 jet engine mechanics 1 etc-. Their 
purpose would be circuit-riding in the jet age: to tell the story of the 
whining eng:tne and the bird that goes boom. The van eould be eqlrl.pped 
with a rear-screen, daylight motion picture prpjector so films could be used 
to supplement their friendly explanations·. Sound tape recorders could 
furnish muted sound effects for· the team to identify for the residents so 
e they would know the difference between an· afterburner take-off and a sonic 
boom. A distinctive paint job for the van should be used to attract atten-
tion and some catchy name devised for ready reference: t!Air Force Beef 
Wagon, 11 might do. Frequent visits of' the van could help build understanding 
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so informed neighbor could confront complaining neighbor with facts to 
explain the situation. 
2. Pilots are human, still. No matter- how well trained, it is 
always possible to forget the civilian neighbor in the heat of a take-of£ 
'I I· il 
'I li 
\I 
I 
I 
I 
·I· 
chechlist. A community relations noise reminder item could be added to the 1 
end of every checklist. And a decal could be placed in a prominent location\ 
on the instrument· panel; something like: "Sleeping baby-. Don•t disturb." l1 
Summa.rr. Going to the community in the strength needed to make 
a significant impr~ssion is a task of considerable size. The more custom-
ary approach seems like the counter-punchert s technique: reacting to com-
munity jabs, rarely leading. Despite the dimensions of the undertaking, a 
planned program will bring about more rapid integration of the plant/base 
and community than in the case of leaving the initiative to the community. 
Simple, effective measures of coJI!lllUllity impact should not be overlooked 
due to their deceptively simpl~ nature. 
Each office should have a clearly defined policy which will 
enable speedy" reaction to community requests. 
I 
.I 
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Shareowner relations. jl 
The correct title for this section would be stockholder relations 11 
if a majority-rule were followed. The semantic overtones of the "shareowner' 
designation of one corporation appealed more than the more customary 
- appellation used by all other companies, save one. Interestingly enough 
the other company· that dropped nstockholder" came only part way deciding, 
after their 1954 annual report, to use the title "shareholder. n Trying 
• 
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to analyze the appeal of "shareowner" versus nstockholder11 it appears that 
-
"share" is a more descriptive, friendlier term than "stock"-..which can 
also mean cattle; "ownern against ''holder" wins hands down evoking con-
notations of permanent values rather than temporary possession. It seems 
not unlikely that in time shareowner may become the preferred term. 
In the aircraft industry preparation of annual reports is a 
£unction of the public relations office working in collaboration with 
virtually all other agencies of the firm. An interviewee said he studied 
annual reports very closely as they are "beat out on the anvil of a com= 
· panyts beliefs" and thus serve as a reliable source of trends, outlook, 
and subjects of major corporate interest. Canfield's public relations 
17 text suggests more than thirty desirable outlets for annual reports. 
Data received indicates that aircraft companies may have added to this 
list. Previously mentioned was the cOmpany which mails a copy to each 
employee at the same time it goes to the shareowners&. 
Considerable variety of format and lavishness was found in the 
reports of various companies. They ranged from straight black and white 
with simple illustrations, through color-accented versions, to full 
four-color productions with gatefoldphotographs spectacularly picturing 
company products and facilities.· One observer drew attention to the com-
parative conservativeness of reports of the companies which do largely 
~ government business, carefully eschewing ~ implications of carelessness 
with tax derived income. 
\ 
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Subj acts covered in annual· reports 1 in addition to standard 
financial matters, ranged as greatly as the formats. Marly" reports devoted 
special sections to· "our people. 11 Tributes were paid in terms such as 
these: 
Now more than ever before the success of our company rests in 
skills, knowledge and know-how or ~ur people. 
More significant than numbers, however, is the quality of the con-
tribution from the working men and women ••• whose teamwork, tech-
nical integrity and background of experience have made 1955 an 
outstanding year in fSV'ery category of corporate accomplishment. 
Men and women working ••• represent a remarkable cross section of 
sciences and skills in many areas of human endeavor, including 
research, engineering, other professions, and hundreds of skilled 
and unskilled trades. 
The· appearance of such statements appears consistent with the 
emphasis on employees noted in the section on employee communications. 
The annual reports were used to air company· views reacting to 
.--=-.· 
renegotiation trends in general and decisions concerning their own firm 
in particular. Protests were connnon, many stating an intention to seek 
relief through established channels to the Tax court, if necessary. Often 
a statement was found that said, in essence, llYour· company does not believe 
excess profits were realized during the period." Some reported that 
reserves of X-millions bad been established in case refund demands were 
sustained. 
. . 
Straight informational material also found a place in many re-
ports •. Photographs of new products and facilities were used to advantage. 
Short explanations were given about the weapon system concept as it 
applies to Air Force contracting. A bewildering operational technique, 
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toss bombing, was explained in a brief essay, . complete with diagrams, 
whi.ch described how over-the-shoulder tossing is used for aerial delivery 
of tactical atomic bombs. 
One company introduced a novel feature by using a montage of 
newspaper clippings opposite a dramatic photograph of an advanced design 
of their jet fighter. The clippings, plai.Dly readable, were reports of 
an unconfirmed, unofficial (and undemed) report of a new altitude and 
speed performance by their plane. Much reaction in official circles was 
reported. 
Less elaborate reports are used for quarterly progress state-
ments.. Some of these are sent as dividend check enclosures. One told 
about a new product recently introduced.. Four-page interim reports and 
newsletters were other forms used by cooperator companies. 
An especially interesting supplemental report told of the Annual 
Shareowner Meeting. It incorporated a word-by-word account of the pro-
ceedings including the president's remarks and a question-and-answer 
period that followed. A picture of each questioner was inset in the extra-
wide margin beside his question. The questions and answers, as reported, 
were most friendly and cordial, suggesting a polished handling by an 
effective personality spokesman. 
The president t s remarks, unexpectedly, urged· voting support for 
~ a municipal bond issue to be presented at the next election., The funds 
were to expand the local airport. 
A new development at Stanford University was mentioned in an 
II 
II 
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explanation .of a decision to relocate a company division in the San 
Francisco .area. The location was chosen partially because the University-
[!had established an •industrial. ~· and had started to lease to firms, 
j The company had taken a 99-y-ear lease on 22 acres of the industrial site 
I and also bought 275 additional acres nine miles asay. The reasons given 
for favoring the campus location were; less competition from other aircraft 
companies for talent· available in the area; availability- of professional 
talent as consultants; opportunity to hire some people with academic 
backgrounds; opportunity for company research and technical specialists 
to engage in teaching. 
In keeping with the Company's interest in its employees, the 
President mentioned that due to the relocation of another division "we 
had to ask several hundred employees to uproot their homes and move to 
another community. I want to thank the men and their families who were 
te-sighted and cooperative enough to make this sacrifice•" 
The public relations aclllllen ma.rld:ng the meeting and the report 
of it was further demonstrated in the caption of the meeting place which 
read: "Employees Recreation Club loaned the use of its auditori'Ulll (for 
the meeting)." 
USAF Recommendation. The extent to which the techniques and 
philosophy of shareowner relations can be adapted to Air Force operations 
- . may appear slight. In a sense, though, all taxpayers have a financial 
interest in Air Force doings. This interest is served, to a degree, by the 
Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense. These reports are relayed to 
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the genera1 public by the news media. 
However, the families--wives and parents--have inoreasingl.y 
been recognized as part of the Air Force effort. One of the themes o£ the 
Internal. Information program is »The Air Force Family is on the Team. n18 
Some type ef annual. report to this special group might reap valuabl.e 
reffclrds of increased understanding and support that coul.d be reflected 
in the re-enlistment rate. A report £rom the Base or Major Command l.evel. 
an integral. part of Armed Forces Day open house programs• An informal 
report and a chance to ask questions could :make such a meeting a highlight 
of the day. Ainnen could pl.an family vi.sits to coincide with the date of 
such a meeting to give his parents a chance to tal.k with· his Commander. 
Invi.tations could be sent from the Commander's office. 
Although the above recommendations do not accord with present 
Air Force practices, sjm11ar ones seem to work well for industry. Is the 
germ of an Air Force human relations opportunity l.urking here? 
Government relations. 
The totality of the aircraft -industry relations with its chief 
customer--the u. s. Air Force--extends beyond the Ptlll>OSe of this paper. 
George M. Crowson pointed out in his article in the Public Relations 
Journal, "PR and Rel.ations with Government Agencies," actual rel.ations are 
usuall.y handled by company departments other than publ.ic relations. 19 PR • s 
function is to store-up the knowledge, understanding and public support 
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that is decisive for agencies of the government "subject to the law of 
election returns." 
Four of the seven official functions of the Aircraft Industries 
Association involve government relations directly or in part. 20 Two of 
these are: "Government• Industry Liaisonrt and ttAssistance to the Govern-
ment." Part of the function of "Representation of Industry Policies" is 
described as aiding "to promote the recognition and application of such 
policies with cognizant government agencies~"; The explanation of the 
"Information to the Publictt function reads, in part: nto inform the 
branches of government ••• regard:ing the accomplishments and problems of the 
aircraft industry, and the industry's capability of fulfilling its assigned 
role in national defense ••• u21 
Government and Air Force polic,y formation agencies, research and 
development authorit~es, procurement officials and investigative groups 
have frequent and regular working relations with AIA and company officials 
of various responsibilities. These will not be of further concern here 
except to recognize such non-PR relationships do exiSt and comprise quite 
the largest and most· important part of government rel.a tiona maintained by 
the aircraft industry companies. 
The interdependence Qf the aircraft industry and the Air Force 
was described earlier and requires no elaboration. There is a clear recog-
nition of the unitary nature of airpower public relations goals reflected 
by both industry and Air Force headquarter•s PR officials. The authorts 
first indication of this silni.lari ty of outlook came when requests for 
• 
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thesis data were sent to both the Aircraft Industries Association and the 
Air Foree Office of Information Services. Both replies sugges1:ied that the 
author contact the other agency to secure add1.tional materials, in<ti.eating 
a day-to-day awareness that eorrespond1.ng work was being p·ertormed on both 
sides of the Air Force-Industry team• 
Individual companies later echoed the same cooperative spirit. 
22 A Vice-President--Public Relations told a management meeting: 
I could show you samples of our news clippings, magazine ads and 
(plant newspaper) stories and features; not just to prove we •ve 
been successful in getting a lot of space devoted to (our company) 
and its products, but to illustrate the 'point we have always sought 
to make those stones tie-in with the themes the Air Force itself 
is trying to sell, and, thus, convince them that we want to be as 
helpful as we possibly can at all times. 
An interviewee said his office worked closely with Air Force units 
equipped with aircraft built by his company-, especially during maneuvers or 
special unclassified operations. Company staff writers, photographers and 
cameramen are sent to maneuver bases to supplement local ISO•s work and to 
service company publications and other outlets for news. 
The u. s. Air Force and Navy Air Weapons competitions of the 
past several years have had daily, four-page newspapers ·conta±ning results 
of the team and individual oomp~ti.tions, stories about units and personnel, 
and general information. Two separate aircraft ·companies sponsored these 
papers as a service to participants and observers~other example of Irr• . 
dustry-Military Service cooperation. .A staff of four was used to write, 
edit and distribute 2,5oo copies daily--half to a mailing,list. 
• 
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Another example of the type of cooperation marlring daily opera-
tions is the policy followed by Air Force headquarters when they answer 
letters complaining of noise involving manufacturers' plants or flight 
operations. 23 The replies contain phrases such as these: 
The entire aviation industry, l,n cooperation with the Air Force, 
has recognized the problems involved ••• ~ valuable contributions 
have been made by industry toward a solution of this problem ••• We 
feel sure every possible effort will continue to be made to alle-
viate the situation. 
The Air Force has stated rrthat only such a unified approach will 
contribute. to the solution of this national problem. n24 
Air Force Information Services Office recently received a plan 
for further extension of cooperative PR programs prepared by a reserve 
officer on a short active duty training tour at that headquarters. In 
civilian life he is a public relations official of the General Electric 
Company. He combined his mili ta.ry and civilian vocations to produce a case 
study detailing "Opportunities for USAF-Industry· Cooperation in Airpower 
Public Relations .. n The report stated that the problem is one of ntoo littl 
-
coordination", $Uggesting, as a solution, uextension of the USAF-Industey 
relations programs.'• Other sections of the report identified appropriate 
publics and recommended media for reaching them. 
USAF Industrial Relations progra;m;. A letter from an industry 
spokesman referred the author to the Air Force Office of Information 
Services' Civil Liaison Division with this comment: "It works very closely 
with industry in an increasingly important cooperative program." Within 
this Division there is an Industrial Relations Branch charged with primary 
8o 
responsibility of maintainin~ liaison and furnishing p"Q..blic relations 
service to the 4,000 prime-and 6,500 sub-contractors supplying Air Force 
materiel, equipment and special projects. 25 The Branch's mission ob-
jectives are stimulation of mutually beneficial projects in the public in-
terest, and maintaining a single channel to supply advice, information and 
guidance for industrial public relations matters. 
Flow of information is aided by an Information Services Indus-
·trial Newsletter d,istributed monthly. It contains current Air Force 
thinking and PR policies of interest to company PR officials. Helpful 
information incorporated in the publication covers such things as: notice 
of future special events which offer opportunity for industry exhibits; 
scheduled speaking appearances qf Air Force officials; shifts among ranking 
officials; security policy remihders; names, addresses and home phone 
·numbers of key officials, etc • 
Industry PR directors have also received an Air Force Industrial 
Relations Public Information Handbook which contains policies, procedures 
and gener8.1 information relating to industry cooperation wi.th Department 
of Defense and Air Force directives. The usefulness of this-loose-leaf 
binder was demonstrated during an interview with a corporation PR director 
who answered a query whether ·he used the handbook by reaching, w:Lthout 
looking, to a table and holding up his copy. "It•s been a real time saver, 1 
- was his comment. 
Problems of coordination still exist despite the progress noted. 
One practice needing improved methods concerns militar,r news releases 
that announce award of defense contracts. Plant city interest in such 
awards is high for such contracts bear importantly on the economic life 
of the area. Rarely does the public rela tiona office of the firm re-
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ceiving the contract have advance notice that the contract has been let, 
or that the news is being made public. Nevertheless the releasing agency 
frequently uses a final line such as this one in their announcement: 
.. 
"Contact (name of PR director) for details of' community impact." Needless 
to say, local news agencies contact the designated man without delay. Thei 
call generally is the first notice the PR director gets of the award. He 
is not prepared to comment on the community impact, A system should be 
developed to protect him from such an untenable position. A warning phone 
call would be enough in many cases. 
bother continuing proble111 results from delays in telling com-
panies about maneuvers or special projects 'involving aircraft tests or 
operations on planes they built• Ta~ notice prevents companies from 
:making orderly and adequate preparation for giving public relations help 
in covering the operation. · Solution of this problem would increase the 
ability of industry to cooperate to. the fullest with Air Force PR efforts. 
USAF recommendation;. In view of the extensive cooperation 
described above, and the comparatively minor nature of the remaining 
problems, it may seem presumptuous to offer any- recommendation in this area. 
e However, in the authorts opinion, the idea below is the most fundamental 
useful one resulting from the four-month research leading to this· thesis.· 
It is presented in the-hope that careful consideration may be given to it b 
e· 
I 
authorities with power to act if the plan is favorably received. 
Stated simply, it is recommended: 
The Air Force Internal Information program be revised to include 
extensive material about the aircraft industry: its operations, 
types of contracts, cost reduction accomplishments, role in re-
search, profit margin, subcontrac,ting policies--in short, the 
facts of its economic-scientific-production existence. 
These materials should be fashioned to the particular audience 
addressed. Industry-wide information would be directed .to Air 
Force-wide outlets; specific company stories could be expanded 
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in detail for units using planes or equipment built by the compa.DY'. 
A natural first question may be "Why?" 
There is an appalling ignorance of this subject among Air Force 
personnel. The author offers himself a.s a prime example• After fif;teen 
years of service (nearly fourteen as an Air Force pilot), plus ten years 
of public relations assignments, it seemed incredible, as the data 
II accumulated, how little he knew about the industry- which has made his 
I way-of-life possible since 1942 •. · It is contended he is typical of .. a.;: 
large percentage of brother airmen. 
Secondly, the Internal Information program has a continuing 
need f<;>r interesting, timely wo:rthwhile projects to satisfy the monthly 
output flow of films, information center materials, posters, fact sheets, 
1
1 painphlets and Commander's Call suggestions. The history- and future of 
plane ma.nufactwers is filled with inspirational, lraman material. 
Thirdly, the aircraft industry- story is an unparalleled oppor-
tunity to demonstrate for airmen some of the advantages and achievements 
of a free enterprise system in a competitive society. 
Fourth, such a program would be in keeping with a stated 
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Internal Information aim: "Program elements will. seek to emphasize.,.., 
.riational activities of dire~t interest and application to the Air Force. u26 
Fifth, the aircraft industry story would provide airmen a 
specific example of one of the six comparison areas 27 suggested by the 
Mil.itant Liberty thesis indorsed by the Secretary of Defense 'with these 
remarks: "It is essential that members of the Armed Forces thoroughly 
. 28 
understand and support the principles upon· which our nation was founded." 
Industry information would ill.ustrate the meaning of both the basic freedom 
nto compete in production and to bargain for goods and services in a free 
market" and its basic corollary responsibility "for ethical. business 
practices. n29 
Sixth, Air Force community relations would be strengthened by 
informed airmen able to discuss matters of economics with local. business 
men, demonstrating a range of interests and a fund of information about 
subjects important to every taxpayer. Such discussions could serve to re-
inforce the airman's sense of identification wi1ih the Air Force, its air-
craft and its supplier-industry- partner• The air.nian is an appropriate 
community source of accurate information about the industry that builds his 
airplanes. 
Lastly, Air Force adoption of this suggestion wou1d aid the Air-
craft Ind1l;stries Association's special emphasis upon their public relations 
e objective of increasing public understanding of the "achievements of the 
industry in Air Power build-up" and the values "in a competitive industry 
versus nationalization.u30 
II 
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The cautious person might rightly .ask "Isn't there a risk,that 
the Air Force's motives might be misunderstood? Are there overtones of 
collusion here?" Appropriate questions~-with answers available~ 
What is the situation within the aircraft industry? Real and 
fundamental competition is the hall mark of today's situation. A manage-
ment group of a plane manufacturer heard these words recently: 
We are moving ilito a strongly colllpetitive field and we no longer 
can expect to sell airplanes to the government for what we think 
they will cost us. bur customer is going to pay us what they 
would expect normaJ.ly to pay for varioua types and quantities of 
military airplanes--and they know a great deal about this subject. 
We must meet this expectation, otherwise we will not get the 
business or we will have profit deficiencies or outright losses. 
(source withheld) 
The general public has rece~tly read about the nature of this 
colllpetition iii a Life magazine article describing the Convair versus 
Boeing design presentations to the Wright Air Development Center which 
\ 
resulted in the award of the B-58 contract to Convair. 31 
Further, Congress annually takes a keen look at budget requests 
to insure that maximum and needed security is purchased for mininrom tax 
dollars. The investigati.ve function of Congress has and will continue, 
one can be certain, to look closely at all operations in which the public 
interest is concerned. During 1955 two major hearings were conducted by 
House and Senate sub-committees. The Investigations Sub-Committee of the 
House Armed Services Committee wanted to know how aircraft industry sales;, 
earnings, costs and other financial aspects comp~edwith other industries. 
They found out and -;rere satisfied. The Senate Armed Services Airpower 
Sub-Committee assessed United States and U.S.S.R. aircraft and guided 
lj· I 
missile combat potential. Their satisfaction was less complete. 
There is ample evidence that the industrial ·supplement to the 
Armed Forces will remain subject to Congressional scrutiny. 
Nor is that all. The Government, as a customer, has the ad-
vantage of hindsight. The Renegotiations Act of 1951 establishes 
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procedures for review and re-evaluation of profits from defense contracts. 
By adopting the recommended program change the Air Force would 
be in the position, not overly connnon, of an agency of a bureaucratic 
government teaching its members the facts and advantages of a competitive 
free. enterprise system. And this at a iiime when an alarming percentage 
of a national survey indicated a pred.isposi tion toward government manu .... 
£acture of military aircraft. It seems doubtful any serious charge could 
issue from following the recommended course of action. Rather it is no-t; 
too unreasonable to anticipate that the Air Force might be commended for 
helping their personnel to understand better the workings of the nation's 
largest industry. 
SUmmary. 
This section has dealii with the rtselect" publics of employees, 
local community, shareowners, and government--all major influences on the 
vigor, stability and harmony of the aircraft industry • 
Two o.f these groups, employees and .shareowners, represent 
people with a direct dependence on the economic success of the companies. 
They prosper jointly or not at all. The prime concern of the companies 
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,~-,._ (assuming their policies and management practices are sound:, in their 
\el 
( ' 
"publics' u interest) is to have reliable, effective· cOmmunications channels 
to··· insure that· workers and investors· know the company" st-ory.. A company 
weather-ear must also remain open to detect opinions and attitudes of 
their publics.. Responsiveness to employee- and shaTeowner desires of a 
legi tims:te ·nature characterizes enlightened· modern management. 
The other half of the section discusses relations with two 
communities·: local and government.. In this study it was noted that both 
activities are marked by a spirit of service to· and partici-pation in the 
community processes. The unique· position of the· Government- in being both 
chief customer· and ·regulatory ageneie·s for much of the aircraft business 
creates especially complex relationships between the two groups. 
The Air- Force information pro-gram has direct counterparts to 
most of the programs described in this section. They are clearly involved 
with their mm .~loyees and local co:mnnm±ty publics. The requirements 
for .favorable relations are the same for the Air Force as they are for 
indwrbry: sound policies and practices· in the publie interest, and re-
liable communications channels to bring about widespread understanding and 
appreciation of these facts. 
Sharecmner programs can be adapted to Air Force- PR operations 
if the families of airmen are eonsidered to have•invested their ttrisk 
~ capital" of a son or husband for a hope of a profitable career and a 
regular dividend of national security• 
Industry's government relations programs appear as the 
-------- II 
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obverse· to the Air· Force• a industrial. relations program;; These joint 
1m.dertakings are featured· by'· cooperation· and mutual assistance~ These 
relations· extend to virtually all phases and branches of both industry- and 
the Air Force, although only the public relations aspects were discussed. 
An opportunity was pointed out for the Air Foree to extend even greater 
' cooperation in a present PR program· objective· of .the industry which would 
benefit both parties. The inmredia'te reward· to the Air Force would be 
greater un~erstanding of and confidence in the firms which build Air Force 
planes and equipment. 
III. OPERATIONS~-MASS PUBLICS. 
The subjects covered in this section may be considered by many 
as the most exciting phase of public relations work: the try for the big 
press break that brings bushels of clippings, the cover· story1 an exclusive 
pic~ure 1S¥out, a best seller:, a box office smash. The road to the mass 
public's attention is challenging and frustrating:, travelled surest as a 
result of long and painstaking preparation plus a legitimate news story. 
The methodS used to bring these about are discussed in the sections devoted 
to "general public" and "news media relations. tt 
A more specialized though still "mass" public sonsists . of the 
youth of the nation. They represent the replacements in the cockpit, 
assembly line, drafting table, and executive suite. These are not to be 
wooed by news media alone. The function of youth is to acquit· itself of 
the burden of ignorance, to gain the education needed to guide it through 
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to the abundant lif"e• · Making certain the education process tells of the 
advantages and ohallenges of the air is a cherished goal of aircraft 
industry public relations efforts. Part of the program :includes some 
substantial financial underwriting of group and individual education pro-
grams. When occasion permits--or can be fabricated--the glamor and excite-
ment of flight is added to the mere solid materials. The space helmet has 
replaced the goggles. and scarf but both represent man's conquest of the air 
--a timeless dream, a call to adventurous hearts. Youth is courted both 
psychologically and emotionally. 
No significance should be drawn from the order in whl.ch these 
topics are presented unless it be an affirmation that there are occasions 
when the first are last• To numy, the importance of news media relations 
may lead all the rest. Here no ranking is attempted. 
Youth. 
As a public of importance ta the ·ai:roraft industry and the 
Air Force long range public relations objectives none can compare with the 
nation's youngsters. Prior to World War II and the advent of high perform ... 
'mlce aircraft, the supply of young people starry-eyed about flying far ex-
ceeded any useful need. Today quotas of aviation cadet classes and Air 
Force Academy appointments are filled only following extensive programs to 
stimulate interest among the young men eligible. The military- services and 
industry both conduct ±utennve· recruiting programs to fill the ever-expand 
ing need for scientists, researchers, engineers and technicians. Engineerin 
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- classes in the universities have grown progressively smaller to the extent 
that national groups are now urging young men and women to seek careers in 
science and engineering. 
One of these groups formed in 1953 is the non-profit National 
Aviation Education Council which receives financial and operational support 
from the Aircraft Industries Association. 32 "The AlA-NAEC air education 
program is the only cooperative and coordinated effort being undertaken 
on· a nation-wide basis to ·develop -and distribute materials of instro.ction 
on aviation· subjects to schools ~d educators•"33 
The Council and its Instrllctional. Materials Committee include 
members from the staff of AIA and its "PR Advisory Council in addition to 
educators from academic ~nd government circles. These listings indicate 
the caliber of personnel serving the program:34 
Officers of the National Aviation Education Council 
--
Dr.. Thollla.s W.. Howie 
President · 
Superintendent, Alexis I. Du Pont 
Special School District 
Wilmington, Delaware 
Dr .. K. Richard Johnson 
Vice-President 
President, National College of 
Education 
Evanston, illinois 
Marilyn C. Link 
Vice-President 
Executive Secretary, Link 
Foundation 
c/o Smithsonian Institute 
Washington 25, D.c. 
Joseph T. Gouting, Jr. 
Secretary 
Aircraft Industries Association 
610 Shoreham Building 
Washington 5, D. c. 
Willis C. Brown 
Treasurer 
Specialist in Aviation Education 
Dept. of Health, Education 
and Welfare 
Washington 25, D.C. 
Evan Evans 
Executive Director 
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C. . 
I 
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~ Materials of Instruction Committee 
Llo~ P • Young, Chairman, President, Keene Teachers College 
Willis Oe Brown · 
Leslie A. Bryan, Director, Institute of Aviation, University or lllinoi 
Ken Ellington, Chairman, Aviation Education Committee, Aircraft 
Industries Association 
Phillip s. Hopkins, Head, Department of Aviation, Norwich University 
Thomas W • Howie 
Aver.r McBee, Public Relations Director, Aircraft Industries Associatio 
Joseph M. Rowland, Manager, Information Services, The Martin Company 
Jane N. Marshall, Editor 
Through the Council schools, libraries and individuals can re-
ceive curriculum or library- service for a modest annual membership fee. 
Teacher-approved education materials suitable for· primary and secondary 
school boys and girls are offered at (low) cost. Fifteen publications are 
now in print on a variety of aviation· topics geared to youthful tastes. 
Indiv.idual companies also pursue ·the goal of steering young 
people toward the sciences needed for future generations of aircraft and 
missile builders. JETS Clubs (Junior Engineering Training for Schools) 
have been formed in high schools through- the interest of one company which 
furnished a staff engineer to s·erve as co...a.dviser with a faculty member. 
JETS Club members participate in a well-rounded program of speakers, 
field trips:, movies i scientific projects, etc. 35 
Special events· are another means o-f focussing youth's attention 
on flying and the aircraft industry• This year an Air· Pioneer Day was 
held at an Air Force base in conjunction with Armed Forces Day. It was 
sponsored by the local Air Force Association squadron, part of ttan inde-
pendent, non-profit, air power organization with no pers-onal, political or 
commercial axes to grind. " The aircraft industry people were invited to 
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:-- take part in this .!:4- Age education project for highschool students. 
An essay contest was held through 100 regional high school 
science classes. Open to boy and gir1 jUIJior• and senior-year science 
students, two winning essays- per school on "Aviation Today and Tomorrow" 
entitled the writers to an orientation flight· in an industry .. furnished 
executive· airplane, plus other modest priz-es. Four- 11grand winners" 
received additionaJ. recognition including a year"s subscription to 
Aviation Week magazine, a flight to Washingtonts Smithsonian Institute, 
a $100 savings bond and a set of scale model airplanes. 
Supplementary events drew public attention to the affair which 
was climaxed by a dinner and program featuring several aviation pioneers 
of the Twenties. 
Virtually the entire project was handled by tbe-PR staff of the 
cooperating plane company• Close attention-to details insured that the 
science teachers were not- overlooked. ·The senior instruetor of each 
participating school was invited to accompany the winners on the local 
airplane ~ight. An unexpected publicity angle resulted as one of the 
Catholic school tea~hers· turned out to be a nun. AeeOJDpamriied by a required 
travelling companion Sister, the photo of these two religious science edu-
1 cators was an added element to· an already- appea.l.ing · stor.r. 
Parents were also abundantly· congratulated by mail and personal 
visits, reinforcing at home· base the favorable impression the students 
bad gained through taking part- in the contest and plane ride. 
Support for education in the aeronautical sciences is also 
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given through generous work and study arrangements as part of a cooperative 
36 program with four universities. More than 100 students are helped to 
obtain advanced degrees in engineering, physics and mathematics by one 
company which provides part-time work _whil.e students engage in graduate 
study programs. This same company has a yearly outlay of $210,000 for 
twenty straight schol.arship awards, three graduate fellowships and a 
grants-in-aid program to aid the universities di:J:~ectly. 37 
General. public. 
The uneategorized public also receives major attention from 
aircraft industry public relations staffs. The rifle ... shot of specialized 
communications has not dulled the satisfaction of the shotgun blast that 
hits mass media squarely in its mul. ti-mil.lion circul.a.tion. The message can 
be directed to the general public either through already existing channels 
or a self-created flm7 of industry publications can be added to the torrent 
of . printed pages typifying present-day America. Both means are used by 
aircraft firms. 
Newspapers~ magazines. The "Media rel.ationa>n section that 
follows outlines some of the methods used to crack the colmnns of standard 
publications. Magazines devoted to aviation trade and professional in-
terests receive general. .news stand and subsori]rtion distribution which 
makes them another PR target of importance. · Among the better known of 
these are: ~Digest, American Aviation, Aviation Age, and Aviation 
Week. Flying also circulates to hobby:i.sts and enthusiasts with less 
r 
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teclm:ical interests. Staff and free lance wr:i.ters preparing articles for 
any- of these books receive complete cooperation from company PR staffs. 
Public relations directors suggest story-lines to editors along with an 
offer to help dig out material; or write the piece if desired. 
Institutional advertising. The company- and its Air Eorce-custom,.;. 
er•s interests are presented to the general reading public through ad-
vertising campaign theme~"' The companies studied generally' were organized 
with advertising a function under public relations department supervi.sion. 
Interviewees mentioned the necessity of an integrated advertising and 
public relations objective and programming. One company- reported that: 
"Through a series of advertisements ••• (it) helped its Air Force, A.rrny and 
Navy customers explain to the taxpaying public the importance of each arm 
of our national defense.," Recruiting, Ground Observer Corps, and other 
Air Force programs were supported by such industry ad programs., 
Books. A growing literature of the air is placing the aviation 
message on public and pr:i.vate library shelves in ever increasing numbers. 
A bibliography compiled by Arthur G. Renstrom,: Library of Congress, lists 
. ' 39 
243 titles published during late 1.955 and 1956 in these categories: 
Airports and .Airways, Commercial. Aviation, Design, Fiction, Flying 
Saucers, General Gliding, Guided Missiles, History, Juvenile, La.Wi 
Maintenance and Repair, Medicine, Military Aeronautics, Piloting, 
PotTer Plants, Reference Works, Rotor Aircraft, Satellites, Space 
Flight. 
MOst of these books result from efforts of enterprising authors 
or editors who recognize the market demand :for works in these :fields. 
Some, however, have been produced by the simple expedient of a company 
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e hiring an author on a .fee basis to write a desired book. In addition to 
the company .fee the author retains publication r.i.ghts, placing the book 
to his greatest advantage. One company PR director decided that his 
company's story was interesting. enough .for the general public. He was 
right. The result~ Vision, !. Saga o.f the §!2:, by Harold Mansfield, re-
ported to be a surprisingly strong seller .for its New York publisher, 
Duell, Sloan and Pearce. Xhe company PR di:rector? Harold Mansfield. 
The Air Force has given the book world cl.ose attention .for 
several years. Suggested plots and story lines are developed for publishers 
and authors; Air Force personnel are ettoouraged to Write .for publication 
with the Headquarters sta.f.f available to help sti:mu.la.te publisher's interes 
1 A recent innovation has been the establishment in each Base Exchange o.f an 
Airman•s Bookshel:f to encourage the sale o.f hard cover air books recom-
mended by the USAF Book Program. qo . 
. ~ recommendation. The official U. S. Air Foree Band, 
especial.1y its dance band unit,; The Airmen of Note, would be an excellent 
public relations vehicle in the recording-field i:f its Glenn Miller and 
current libraries were available through commercial outlets. The jacket 
notes could include effective PR messages. Air~ Force p~rsonnel should 
prove a rea~ market for these recordings to -reinforce the popular sale 
of the records. High quality musicianship would demonstrate a cultural 
and entertainment aspect of Air Force life which might carry a recruiting 
dividend. Income from the sale of records and albums could be used for 
the Air Force Aid Society, possibly eliminating or limiting the need .for 
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its annual fund raising campaign._ 
Television. A new feature in the AIA 1956 PR program provided 
for a series of six short, motion pictures to be produced for television 
public service programming• These were to treat broad subjects of public 
importance such as: .Airpower in !!! Age of Peril, The Achievement Story 
( o:r the aircra:ft industry), Missiles and Missions, How !!! Airplane is 
Designed~ Built, Scientists ~Engineers, Per:formance and Complexity. 
News shows and feature programs such as 1'Wide, Wide World" are 
eagerly sought outlets :for demonstrating aircra:ft and plant :facilities. 
A needed service to the television industry· is indicated by the 
gross technical and other errors frequently marring dramatic and documentary 
programs: aerial views of the wrong airplane, exaggerated physical re-
actions of a distressed aircra:ft, ridiculous control column movements~-
all distract the attention of discerning audience members. The rapidly 
growing numbers who have avia1iion experience and knowledge make up a 
sizable portion o:r an average audience. Their adverse reaction to such 
errors does not aid the sponsor's reputation for accuracy. The interests 
o:r the industry and the Air Force are also ill-served when yiewers' atten-
tion is diverted from the message content of' an otherwise worthwhile 
program. A consultant service might properl,y be o:ffered by the industry, 
the Air Force, _or an enterprising public relations counsellor possessing a 
:flying background. 
Motion pictures. Commercial films have become an important 
PR medium. for the Air Force story and the research and development problems 
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-e it shares with industry.. Strategic Air Command, Threshold ~ OUter Space, 
Battle !!l!!!! are a few recent titles which brought aircraft and flying into 
the consciousness of audiences all over the world• The community noise 
problem was aired in a short feature, 24 ... Hour Alert, produced by Jack Webb, 
and based on the real life experience at Truax Fie1d, Madison, Wisconsin. 
External publications. Aircraft Industries Association's 
publications were described in Chapter m as part of the AIA PR program. 
They are used to reach specialized and general publics through a variety 
of distribution outlets. 
Several manufacturers have excellent airpower ·magazines pub-
• 
lished quarterly or monthly. Proof of the readership of one of the best 
of these, Fairchild's Pegasus, came from a survey taken along with a 
routine check of i ~ mailing lis~ of 30,000.41 One third responded with 
half of the respondents adding requested comments and information. Results 
from "comrnentingtt and tt!?-on-commentingn respondents were analyzed separately 
without any significant differences appearing in available data. 
The study showed 17.67 readers-per-copy for a projected monthly 
readership of 630,000 or 7,561,000 a.nnual.ly. The uses of the material 
given were: information--94%; enjoy:ment--64%; reference--51%; research--
20.5%. MUltiple Choices were permitted• Respondents were asked to add 
comments, suggestions and criticisms• The report contained 26 typewritten 
pages of remarks, 22 pages favorable to 4 pages of suggestions and 
criticisms. 
The Association, individual companies and the Air Force all 
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e produce excellent folders, pamphlets and bookl.ets on timely co:mnnmications 
topics.. These are distributed through mail-ing lists, meetings, press kits, 
inquiry replies, speech give-aways and. other sui table occasions. An 
additional outlet for some materials that would be certain to reach readers 
favorably disposed toward flying would be to place them in the seat pockets 
of commercial passenger planes. . They could also be placed in airport 
waiting_ rooms and other terminal locations·. 
Mail inquiries. Industry and Air Force public relations offices 
have become fair target~ for many types of people seeking information, 
souvenirs, and other materials for personal use. Ma.n:;r such requests are 
scrawled in childish script . on post cards·, others are mimeographed--it 
marks the big operator• The requests may simply ask a question about one 
airplane, request a picture of a special plane, or ask for "pictures and 
data about all your airplanes and company activities." 
Policy for servicing these requests is not easy to form. A curt 
refusal may nip a budding aeronautical genius of the coming generation. 
A complete photographic and ·literature response will probably- turn loose 
a flood of id.entiea.I requests from the neighborhood of the first hobbyist. 
Another aspect of unsolicited requests are those from foreign .. _ 
countries. Traditionally, the United States has been accused of-giving 
potential en~ intelligence agencie~ all needed data if they will read 
our public press or ask for anything needed. 'It may seem dodging at shadows 
to expect a straight-forward mail request might actually originate from a 
military intelligence agency. But why not? That is, if companies and 
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and Air Force bases will send useful materials. Any single items may con-
tain a needed fact to confirm reports from other sources, furnish a Clue 
to data still needed, etc. One company advertisement featured a new air-
plane with the now familiar ttcoke bottle" contour before any official 
announcement that the all-important "area rule" formulation did bring 
the speed advantage it theoretically possessed. Evidence that it was 
being built into a new American plane was all the confirmation foreign 
scientists needed of its. efficacy. 
The Air Force .follows a policy of referring all requests from 
abroad to a central agency responsible for foreign liaison. Through the 
Information Services Industrial Newsletter use of this service was offered 
to Air Force contractors who receive questionable inquiries from overseas 
correspondents.42 
Companies have simplified handling requests through the use of 
.form replies prepared for typical stock answers: 11Sorry we are unable to 
supply the information requested." "Sorry the material you have asked for 
is not available but here is a brochure•" UWe are happy to send the 
enclosed. tt "We have been able to send part of what you asked for but the~ 
other items are not available~" etc. 
A considerable collection of souvenirs can be ga 1m-ered by an 
avid enthusiast. Here are some of the mailing items collected during 
research for this thesis: model builders' scale plans for several planes; 
sets of color-photographs giving data about the pictured plane; reprints of 
speeches; articles about sonic booms; packet of 6n X 9n inexpensive prints 
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containing data and silhouette views on the reverse; a packet of 24 black-
and-white prints of comp~ planes. 
!!.§..!!recommendation. Policy guidance regarding domestic mail 
inquiries is needed~ especiallY by inexperienced Base Information Services 
Officers. Consideration Diight be given to a standardized type of mailing 
piece to be used by all bases. 
~ media relations. 
Aircraft manufacturers compete with numerous other news sources 
for space and time devoted by news media to reporting public relations-type 
events. Potentially interesting and significant events in the industr,v 
which media could be expected to report inol.ude: 
Events pertaining to the development and production of new or 
modified equipment such as; roll outs, taxi tests, first flights, 
initial acceptances, accelerated service tests, production mile-
stones, tooling~up and production of new aircraft~ equipment of 
Air Force units with new aircraft;. etc~ 
The above might sound like the news release plans of a typical 
aircraft company public relations office. Instead, it is taken from the 
Air Force Information Services Manual 190 ... 4, May 1, 1956, in the Industrial 
Relations section which outlines the areas in which security considerations 
will generally operate. 
Aircraft industry news media relations l.i ve under the shadow of 
military security requirements. Information must receive the clearance 
of the Department of Defense Security- Review agency prior to initial re-
lease. The topic of military' secur.ity and news releases is itself an 
appropriate thesis topic. It is mentioned merely to remind the reader 
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that close cooperation and coordination in this area of news operations 
is of top importance to every industry public relations office. 
Within the constricting limi. ts industry maintains the best 
possible relations with news representatives, especiall.y the aviation 
specialists. Most writers in the field are members of the Aviation Writers 
Association, a professional organization of mnch influence. The AIA 
actively supports this group through assistance for press tours and co~ 
operation in planning and operating the national AWA conventions. 
Individual companies follow established practices of "showing_ 
face" in editorial offices of local media, providing service geared to 
media needs, and observing professional. standards which enable them to be .... 
come and remain accepted authoritative sources of aviation news. ·One office 
follows an informal policy of having staff members lunch with a media repre-
sentative each daY•. The expense account auditor expects these vouchers. 
In providing more-or-less identical services, the companies 
nevertheless retain considerable variations in the mechanics used for news 
release forms, etc. The range of these inal.ude some of rather poor quality 
as well as others of high caliber. Some releases are not dated, omit the 
phone number of the issuing office, contain· typographical errors, etc. 
Most, however, use distinctive news release form headings which list the 
data telling who sent it and where they can be reached to check details or_ 
desired additional information. S;Lug headlines are used to quickly tell 
the busy editor what the release is about •. 
It was interesting to note that "good news'• stories were always 
I 
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e attributed to a company official, often ~he president. "Bad news" custom ... 
ari:ly bore an impersonal source such as "a company spokesman said. n The 
latter form seemed favored for announcing cutbacks in the work force, etc. 
Press kits are used for large scale demonstrations for media 
representatives. Thes-e kits provide an opportunity- for putting a variety 
of information into the hands and (it is. hoped) the files of important 
editorial outlets. Background information does not have~ pertain to the 
. day's event to qualify it for inclusion in the kit. 
Background information memoranda are a widely used means to 
supply aviation writers with up-to-date data to supplement short news re-
leases. There is a growing practice of preparing background releases on 
complex aspects of the industry, translating them into terms easily under ... 
standab1e to the general press and opinion leaders:. The AIA program in-
eludes a planned back:ground release ~ feature each major policy objective 
of its current PR plan.43 
One imaginative background memorandum was an off-set printed in 
booklet form and included numbered pho~graphs available for ordering. 
Air Force headquarters follows a similar practice of issuing 
background memos for reference purposes. These are also distributed within 
the Air Force to insure that lower echelon information services office 
statements are consistent with those of headquarters:. 
Filler items--the one or two line lifesavers editors use ~ 
justify columns--are mined by hard""Ciigging PR people in the hope of an 
occasional publication. AIA 1s monthly publication Planes alway-s contains 
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several of these, generally of a statistical nature suoh as: 
65,000 tools are required in the manufacture of a modern jet bomber. 
The fire detecting system of a modern jet fighter "sees" a 2,000 mph 
bullet strike and smothers the fire or explosion before it can happen. _ 
More than 1,000 vacuum tubes are used in a modern jet bomber. These 
tubes cost from 55.¢ to $681 each. · 
Despite the tediousness of the labor to· find filler items and 
the unlike-lihood of seeing them when printed, the effect of each printing 
is the feeding of an interesting tidbit to the reading public. And editors 
appreciate the servi-ce• 
The effectiveness of Planes in gaining press attention is not 
limited in any sense to its filler items. AlA claims that it is America•s 
most widely quoted industrial publication. The ten-issues of 1954 resulted 
in 102 features carried by press services and syndicates, a 10.2 stories-
per-issue average.44 The Armed Force Press Service (AFPS) carried four of 
this total, twelve fewer than the Associated Press, fifteen less than the 
United Press. One reason for such wide use may be the authorization which 
states 11All material may be reproduced with or without credit." Its print-
ing says it•s spread of their message that's sought, not credit for writing 
it. 
Summaq. 
The map o£ activi-ties directed toward the general, mass public 
contained ill this section reveals that the pa:bh to public acceptance may 
be entered from a variety of feeder lanes: newspapers, magazines, tele-
vision, motion pictures, books, advertising, letters, external publications. 
All these lead important public relations facts and ideas into broad 
l· 
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• avenues of public communications media. The .favor of editors and writers 
is sought by systematic and reliable' serv:lce so that they will come to 
I 
.I 
regard the PR office as an authoritative source of legitimate news. 
The trend toward crea~ing a more permanent literature of the 
air for the book-reading public was noted as a sign of growing maturity 
of the industry and its solidification in the contemporary scene. 
The youth of the nation is a prime target for programs to stir 
their interest in matters aeronautical. Solid assistance to their educa-
tiona.l needs is given tlu:ough scholarship and research programs. The 
ultimate goal is to stimulate educational programs of mutUal benefit to 
the student and to the industry needing his skills and professional in-
genuity. Curriculum help is given to school systems to help them train in 
aviation subjects. 
The Air Force has interests in attracting the support of these 
identical publics. Parallel programs are followed in many areas including 
formal education programs through the Air Force Academy and the Institute 
of Technology which educates personnel in the fields needed by todayts 
technologically demanding air science. 
=#========~ 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND REVIEW OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
The strength and stability of the U. S e Air Foree and the American 
aircraft industry are inextricably- interwoven.. The qual.i ty of industry re-
search and production is the key to continued ability of the Air Foree to 
remain the chief deterrent to global war. An adequate, programmed level 
I 
of Air Foree research and procurement schedUl.es is the key to continued 
ability of the aircraft industry to fulfill its assigned defense role 
and remain a major national economic factor,. 
Recognition of the interdependence of these agencies has 
I characterized numerous public statements by top officials of government, 
I :Industry-, aJld the military services. Congressional committees heve 
: testified to the importance of both groups to this nationts "airpower in 
beingn which bears the stress of our international policy. Most levels of 
Air Force units and headquarters have close working· relationships with in-
dustry through service, procurement, modification, research and development 
1 programs. Air Force personnel are on duty at plants throughout the country 
I 
I
. supervising Air Force contracts.. Industry representatives serve with Air 
Foree units helping to maintain the planes their company built. There is 
I 
! close liaison at the national level through the Aircraft Industries Asso-
ciation services and a special division of Air Force headquarters. 
In addition to such operational interdependence the two groups 
are natural ones for a comparative public relations analysis. They are 
· closely identified in the public mind (although not to the degree some 
i! 
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- I may desire) and each seeks to influence substantially the same publics. 
Both are partners in the latest invasion of the public domain t supersonic 
flight and jet-engine noises.. Industry and Air Force are normally large-
sized units organized into superior-subordinate relationships with result-
ing control, communication and motivational problems. .And of determining 
importance: each has recognized the vital role public relations play in 
creating public recognition and understanding for their support at tax-
payers • sufferance• These elements provid~ a common basis for the com ... 
parisons drawn in this thesis. 
The vast size of the aircraft industry precluded a complete study 
of all companies. In limiting the field, the sub-.div.i.sions of armaments, 
electronics and engines were eliminated as they do not directly share the 
community problems common to Air Foree units. The airframe manufacturers, 
on the other hand, operate air fields and fly- aircraft not unlike Air 
Force operations. These are the companies that are meant by the public 
when they speak of "plane manufacturers .. tt Further naTrowing within the 
roster of airframe companies resulted in the selection of the twelve prin-
cipal ones as the source of data. Ten of these responded to provide 
voluminous material for comparison and analysis. 
Gertain differences were noted in the importance placed on policy 
and program formulation at· different levels in both industry and Air Foree 
operations. The greater needs of the Air Force for firm policy in written 
form was seen as stemming from their more frequent change of personnel in 
information services (Public Relations) and co:mmand (Management) offices. 
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I Adding to the need is the occasional si tua. tion in which inexperienced or 
untrained Air Force personnel are assigned information posts, due to the 
lack of others better qualified. 
Policy and program attention is more common at top levels than 
I at working echeloDS. The daily press of matters requiring immediate 
1 attention causes lower units to have less time for orderly planning of, 
1
1 objectives and means. There is also little indication that these offices 
have the means and/or interest to assess their work to determine whether 
I the best p-oblios are given the best amounts o£ attent:ion. Higher l.evel. 
offices employ public relations research methods to gua.ge the effectiveness 
of their programs. 
The overall view of the industry public relati.ons methods 
vis-a-vis recommended Air Force techniques leads to the conclusi.on that 
I the USAF is generally pursuing goal objectives and using methods consistent 
wi.th the best practices of civilian public relations endeavors. Certain 
I details of the industry programs are adaptable to Air Force needS and should 
be fully evaluated for potential usefulness. The Air Force should feel en-
couraged to find their approach is substantially in agreement with the 
I best of the aircraft industry. A continuing program of study and evaluation 
I of industry programs should be instituted by the Air Force Office of In-
formation Services to insure that future innovations would be speedily 
recognized and adapted for Air Force use. 
The major recommendation resulting from this study is a 
!proposal to systematically present information about the problems, 
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achievements, economic·positi.on, and defense role of the aircraft industry 
to all Air Force personnel through the Internal Infomation program. 
A second recommendation of potential value is to organize 
major command IS0 1s into an advisory committee to assist the Headquarters 
Office of Information Services in policy and program formulation and 
evaluation. 
MOst of the other recommendations suggest operational changes, 
any one of which might aid a local program, or, if implemented on a 
I broader scal.e, might effectively' gain an advantageons position for the Air 
l 
Force with some target public. Of these operational recommendations, the 
one with the greatest potential for national impact is the proposal that 
I all military (or Air Force only) .personnel be required to wear uniforms 
I 
: during the annual Armed Forces Week;. 
Here is a recapitulation of recommendations keyed to the pages 
j on which they are discussed in the earlier chapters-: 
I 1. Establish a committee of major command Information Services j officers to assist Headquarters United States Air Force in policy ! matters. Page 13. 
I 
I 
I 
2. Extend the present limited system of major command meetings 
of newspaper editors into an Air Force-wide professional society. 
Page 15. 
3. Devise a simPlified policy guide tailored to individual re-
quirements of different command levels. Page 33. 
4. Maintain closer liaison between IS0 1s and company tech reps, 
initiated by ISO 1 s where necessary. Page 44. 
5. Consolidate ideas from plant newspapers into a "suggested 
features" service for base newspaper editors. Page 5o. 
p 
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6. Establish a continuing review of ·plant newspapers to .furnish 
suggestions to base editors periodically. Page Sl. 
7. Direct military personnel to wear uniform during Armed Forces 
Week. Page 62. 
lll 
B. Require Air Force students attending civilian educational 
institutions to wear uniform to class and other functions. Page 62. 
9. Establish a system of vans to tour noise bothered communi ties. 
Page 70. 
10. Place a noise reminder on each pilot's check list. Page 71. 
11. Place a noise reminder decal on each instrument panel. Page 71. 
12. Start "annual reports n and ttshareowner meetings" .for .families 
o.f' Air Force personnel• Page · 7S. 
13. Incorporate substantial amounts o.f' material about the aircraft 
industry in the Internal Information program• Page 81. 
14. Record Air Force Band units for sale through Base Exchanges and 
commercial record stores. Page 94. 
15. Devise a standard mailing piece to send to inquiries received 
by base information services officers. Page 99. 
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